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The UNH men's lacrosse
team staged a tremendous
fourth quarter comeback
against Yale Saturday,
winning 12-11. See story
page 28.
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Calendar _ _page 5 · Loose. Caboose will be
among the bands playing
Notices
. page 6
at
MUSO's Spring Fest
· · Editorial-.-page 14
Features-.-pag_e 17 . this_weekend. See story
page 17.
Sports ___ page 28
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WSBE receives new dean
By Kathleen Johns,on
' require a -shared sense of straCarole Aldrich, a business tegic direction and focused
executive from Syracuse, New programs," Aldrich said. She
York, has been riamed dean of plans to spend the first several
the Whittemore School of- Bus-- months .getting acquainted with
iness and Economics.
the -faculty, staff and students
Aldrich, one of 156 candidates of WSBE.
considered for the position, was . "I hope that many of the
appointed Thursday by t he students will come and meet me
University System of New in person," said Aldrich. · "The
Hampshire board of trustees. purpose 9f the University is to
The student senate announced further academic know ledge ·so
her appointment at their meet- you must listen to what the .
ing on Sunday night.
students have to say in order
Aldrich, 41, said she hopes to know how you can best serve
to be able to give WSBE a fresh them."
look when she assumes her new
According to Profe~sor Bill
position on July · 15. "Those Wetzel, a professor of Business
·s chools that will become rec- Administration at WSBE and
ognized centers of excellence · the chairperson of the eleven
in the 1980's and 1990's' will member search committee ·

formed to find the new dean,
Aldrich was a good ca ndidate
because of her diversified background.
"She has a very nice combination of strong academic credentials and responsible business exper_ience,' 1 W etzel said.
"Sh e understa nds both env ironments which will be helpful
to her as dean of WSBE."
Aldrich's acaderri'ic' ex p erience includes a bache lor's
degree in industrial management, a maste r 's in industrial
administration and a doctorate
· in econ omics from Carnegie:Mellon Unive r sity in Pitts burgh. She has taught business
WSBE, page 8

.IJNH trustees approve Phelan
· By ·Sonya·- Belknap
· Masters degi:e e in secondar y
· In a f~ll board meeting, ,April education from Morehead State
, Caro le Aldrich was picked as the new bean of the Whittemore 24, the University of · Ne w University and took graduateSchool of Business and Economics last Thursday. She was H.;tmpshire trustees ·approved level courses at Plymouth State
the appointment · of Jo.s eph College in Library science.
cliosen from a field of_ 156 ~andidates.
·
Phelan to, the position of firs t
UNH President Gordon Haavice president for alumni affairs land said Phelan was selected
and development.
· because "he is committed to
Phelan, a 1961 UNH grad-:- higher education and to
uate is currently president of UNH ... he has demonstrated
the c'itizens. Scholarship Foun- outstanding leadership abilities
dation of America. While at and ·has been highly successful
-UNH, he serv~d as the 1960- in matching the needs and goals
By Bryan Alexander ,
anything from basketball to
61 student body president, and of higher educations, and the
In an effort to create more aerobics.
also received· the UNH Hood private s_ector."
, .- .
.room for general use, the stu· "The p~rpose of these ,addi- Achievement Award in 1961.
The University's alumni and
dent senate voted un?tminously tions •is primarily for' the total
After_graduating, Phelan went development programs were
.last Su nday to appi,-ove the student population," claimed
on to head of the Englis'h formerly separate programs, but
proposed additions and reno - O'Ne-il.
Department and assistant prin- · ·were combined "to achieve ·
vations for the cu~rent Fie.Id
· The added gyms should prove
cipal at Newfound Area High greater efficiency and s.rrengHouse.
useful to· other student organSchool in Bristol. He earned his then o~r efforts in both qffices,"
The project, which has been iz~tions· such as Scope, said
estimated to cost $3.8 miUion One,il. _~e pointed out that
dollars, has become the nun;iber . · currently' this organization has
. one priority in the University trouble booking shows because
system, said Michael ffNeil, of -the limited availability of
UNH's director of recreatiorial · Lundholm .Gymnasium. With
sports.
_
_· / th<: additional space, activities
As expected, the qill passed such as basketball practice coqld
·• Jhrough the senat<i' with min .:. be moved, to the annexed gyms,
imal debate, since the additio,ns ·. to .clear up Lundholm for the
will -nnt directly rnst · UNH studen~ event.
.
students'.: m_o.ney .Jnstead, the.
T.he gymnast'ic teams will
focus:c>f'attentiori will. be 'o n -the ' benefit from the project also, .
state kgislature, where its fqnd- with one of the three gyms being
ing will be debated, according · set aside for their facilitjes. This
to Drew Horton, who proposed will take the place of the existing
the bill.
loft oyer Lundholm gym which
"The money to build this will currently ho.u ses their equipnot come out of tuition, it will ment.
come from basically taxes." said
"It is about time the gymnasHorton.
tics team got a decent area," said
"The bill should be contro- student body vice-president Jeff
versial to people here at UNH," Foy, who called their existing
he continued. "What it is trying : situation "insufficent."
to do is relieve the facilities to
Also on the . list of adtlitions
allow more rec time and more is the cons'truction of an elevator
rec space."
for handicapped access about
Current recreational facilities the Field House, and the conare "filled to the brink" he struction of further locker
added .. To combat this, the bill -rooms, primarily for women:
calls for the construction of
Number one on the list of
Monday's sunny weather brought map.y UNH inhabitaats out
three multi-purpose gymnasi- GYM, page 8
,urns which can be used for
g_roundhog, spotted behind.t~e MUJ3. (Cindy Rich photo)

Senate apprOves
gym renovations

! . t,

·according to .Haaland.
As vice president, Phelan will
be respo nsib1e for organizing
and developing alumni relations
and fund-raising efforts. According to Phelan, his "overriding goal is to take this
position of vice president for
alumni affairs and development
and held the two together so it's
attractive enough for people in
the state of N .H.-as well · as
outside the state-to make them
want to suppor.t the tinivetsity:"
Phela1;1, whG> currently lives
in Auburn; Maine -will begin
working at the university July
1. Phelaii's daught<i!r Colleen is
currently a UNH student.
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Holme s helps plan
studen ts' career s
By Peter A. Katz
resumes in adv ance and then
David Holmes served in the employers choose applicants in_
Peace Corps for fiveyears, y.,hich whom they are most interested.
· '' Students . w a nt pre seems a contradiction for the
_director of the Career Planning screening, because they don't
and Placement program at the want to stand in lines, and
state university of the most recruiters want it to pick out
the best qualified people," he
conservative state.
·
He served one year on the said.
According to Claudia BurtelAmazon River in Pern and
another in Peru's desert . He ow, a' temporary assistant direjoined the program as an rector, "The first step is for the
administrator in the South student to know who they are
Pacific Islands: first in- Toriga and ask themselves 'What do
in 1969 and then for two years I have to offer?' "
Another important process
in Western-Samoa.
·
"If someone was interested is students becoming focused
. in travel and had a social service in their goal of a job. "The job
streak, I would suggest the Peace hunt is a process. One needs an
Corps, ·but not otherwise," he objective. If a resume could go
to 100 jobs, it is bad," Burtelow
said. ·
He is in his first year, and is ·said.
Holmes said, "Students think Davi·d Holmes is nearing the end of his first year as Career Planning a~d Placement director.
excited about his move from St.
Lawrence University in New in a wide spectrum, but com- (Cindy Rich photo)
marketing oneself to an employ- these two feel the job, process
York where he was director of . panies are narrowed."
This program asks the user
He cleverly used The New er.
is very important · to learn. a variety of .questions, such as
caree~·planning for 11 years.
"An interviewer wants to . Burtelow said it would even be preferring to work indoors
"I am now in a larger place. Hampshire as a n example, by
or
It will be a challenge to turn this comparing two applicants for hear that the applicant is inter- good for juniors to get an early out arid a lo( or a little of work.
place around and we.have a way a job: ''One wants to write and ested in the interviewer's job. start.
Jn the end it computes possible
work for a newspaper versus An applicant should lie if have
Carl Leubsdorf Jr., a senior corresponding careers.
to go," he said. ·
economics major said, "The job
He said the major problem the other who just wants ,. to to," Holmes said.
For Leubsdorf SIG! turned out
: "It is a proce.ss· you will take selection process -will definitely to be very helpful, because
of this year was the lines in the work for an organization," he
it
MUB on Monday mornings to said. Obviously the former is with you over time. It will serve help me in the future," before suggested an outdoor recreation
all through your lives," said · adding, "without a doubt."
.
sign up ·for job interviews. He the most qualified.
job. "I had sort of wanted park
He admitted one 'loses part Burtelow. "Our goal is to have
He also used one of the many stuff, but (through SIGI) I found
said the program had already
students
be knowlegeable to services Career Planning offers out definitely."
been phoned when he started of one's self by deciding. Burin September, but he is going telow said a pers01:1 on average· make good decisions in the work for students to become focused.
He is now looking for an
world. Life isn't over at gradua- He used the SIGI Plus computer interqship in park management,
changes jobs every seven years:
. to stop it for next year.
The final stage of Holmes's tion. Even at mid-life, it is not program, which he said, ·.·was which he was wary _to have
In repl~ce of this system, ~e
a nightmare; because it ran slow print~d, because,rhere ~re so few "'
wants to implement only the four-part program is getting a tob late to look for a job."
Thus eveh though ·many of and it was hard to change your openings.
pre-scr.eening program, in job in the field in which one is
which students submit their most interested. This means the jobs seem only for engineers, answers."

NEWS 11\T BRIEF
Nuclear accident in ·_
Soviet Union There are indications that a: nuclear accident •that
occurred at a Ukrainian nuclear power plant
yesterday in t"he Sovi~t U nio_n w_as _majo_r and
radiation levels detected m Scandmavia give evidence
of at least a partial meltdo~n,_acrnrding to D~.
Ed Zebroski, chief nuclear sciet1st for the Electric
Power Research Institute.
The Soviet Government has not said if there have ·
been any deaths or injuries from the radiation ~e_ak,
but U.S. officials say they presume there are fatalmes .
The offtdals said radiation levels have been detected
from more than 700 miles away.
.
A Swedish official said the radiation levels
correspond to those monitored a~ter nuclear weapo~s _
testing in the atmosphere during th~ 197.0s .. It is
believed the Soviets announced the accident qmckly,
so it would not be thought it was a weapons test
accident.

Marcos says he is still
Filipino President
Ferdinand E. Marcos, in a live telephone hookup between Hawaii and Manila-, told more than
15,000 supporters he was still the I;>hilippines'
"legitimate president" apd urged the F~lipino people
to fight against the government of President Corazon
C. Aquino.
'
Marcos urged the crowd, during the 20-mi~ute
call to remain non-violent in their demonstrations
against the Aquino government.
.
White House officials said·Sunday that President
Reagan rejected an assertation· by Marcos that he
is still the rightful President of the Philippines.
The two men spoke on Saturday when Reagan' w~s
in Hawaii on his way to Tokyo for an economic
· summit meeting.
·
·
.
.
,

:-~

. 1

..

Briton slain in Holy Land , .- Celtics and Sixers win
Pau1 Appleby,a 28-year-old tourist from Bristol,
England, was fatally shot once in the back of the
head with a small-caliber pistol near the Garden
Tomb, a Christian holy site.
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir denounced the
murder as an attempt by terrorists to scare away
visitors . It was the third shooting of a tourist in
six weeks in predominantly Arab East Jerusalem.
The two other victims survived.
,
The Garden Tomb is revered by some Protestants
as the site of Jesus' cruc'ifixion and buri al. Roman
Catholics and most Bible scholars believe t'he Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, which stands several hundred
feet from the Garden Tomb, is the site of the crucifixion and burial.

Shriver weds ·
Schwar~en egger
Saturday afternoon Maria Shriver ·arid Arnold
Schwarzenegger exchanged weddii;ig vows while.
hundreds of cheering.onlookers crowded the streets
outside the church in Hyannis, Massachusetts.
·
Tight security allowed only the invited guests
to view the Roman Catholic ceremony for the "CBS
Morning News" anchor-woman and the bodybuilder-turned-actor.
·
Among the 500 guests inside the St. Francis Xa-v ier
Church in this Cape Cod resort town, were Kennedy
family members, including Jaqueline. Onassis and
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass .), actresses
, Grace Jones, Cathy Lee Crosby, and Susan St. James
Ebersol, singer Andy Williams, television personalities Barbara Walters .and.Tom Brokaw, and artist
. Andy Warhol.

The Boston Celtics beat the Altanta Hawks 10391 on Sunday for a one-game lead in the NBA Easter!}
Conference semi-finals, and posting a record
breaking 34th straight home win. The two will
pair up again in Boston tonight.
· Terry Catledge scored 27 points to lead the
Philedelphia 76s to a 134-109 victory over the
Washington· Bulletsand a 3-2 win in their firstround play-off series. Philedelphia faces the .
Milwaukee Bucks tonight in the first game of a"
second-round, best-of-seven series.

Protest interrupts HBO
A vid~o hacker calling himself "Captain Midnight"
interrupted a movie on Home Box Off ice early
Sunday, startling viewers from Maine to the Plains
with a printed message protesting HBO's scrambling
of its satellite-to-Earth signals.
David Pritchard, an HBO vice president, said,
"It's criminal, willful interference of a gover!}mentlicensed satellite broadcast," and said the cable
system had received sabotage threats in recent
months.

Nuclear dump ·
reports available
Dimond Library has copies of the state's report
on why New Hampshire should not play host to
a nuclear waste dump.
The report attempts to refute a federal Department of Energy study naming a 78-square-mile
area in southwest New Hampshire as one of 12
potential sites for the nuclear dump. The report
was sent to the DOE.

I
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Qualm s exist ove_r
Greek electio ns
By Bryan Alexander
fusion of the election count.
The controversy over the While the recount required the
election results for Greek se- counting of only the Greek
nators came to an end Sunday, senators, the election required
after the senate voted to accept counting of the presidential,
the election results after re- Greek and commutter senator
counting the votes.
. elections.
Warner Jones, currently re"I thought I paid attention,"
presenting Sigma Alpha Epsil- said Bates. "I thought I did a
on on the senate, contested the good job."
orginal tally after .the results
The recount revealed a few
showed he had missed ta~ing minor, but no major flaws in
one of the four Greek seats by the counting pr.o~edures, confour votes.
~
tinued Bates.
The recount showed a few
"The same people did win,"
' differences in the results, in- she added. "Granted Warner
cluding a decrease in the margin only lost by one rather than four
of victory for Susan Kennedy, votes."
· who rook the last Greek seat,
The recount proved that the
to Jones. Instead of winning by system is fallible, said Jones,
four votes, the new total gave who added that he considered
Kennedy a hairline margin of asking for another tally after Fraternity members (left-right) Matthew Keenan, Thomas Gomache, Stephen Yama~e and
one vote.·
the first two ,were shown to be Jay Ablondi led a _discussion on the problem of hazing Monday night in the MUB. (Ronit
Laura Bates, student senator conflicting.
Larone photo)
in charge of recording the votes
"I said, 'Wow, if you keep
in the first count, suggested recounting it will keep going
errors on the first count could down and down.' But that is
have been the result of a difficult
atmosphere posed by the con- JONES, page 8
By Bryan Alexander
variety of members from the versity refers to, listed in the
Student Handbook.
A forum, sponsored .by Sigma Greek community.
The handbook, he said, define
Many fraternities and sororBeta fraternity, was held in the
Merrimack room of the MUB ities have come under fire any action which differs a pledge
yesterday, in an attempt to recently because of hazing vi- from a brother· as hazing. This
exchange ideas on the subject ola.tions. Some members feel includes actions ;varying from
tl)at these violations are unjus- forcing a pledge to wear an
of hazing.
Thomas Gamache, president tified and blown out of propor- armband with the fraternities
of Sigma Beta; Stephan Ya- .tion by the media and the letters on it, to forcing a pledge
to consume alcohol.
mane, vice-president •of Beta; " administration.
.
"Where do they draw the
By meeting they .hoped to
Jay Ablondi, student body
president-elect and also a -Beta start discussion about the Uni- line?" asked Gamache, who
brother; and Matthew Keenan, versity's policy on hazing which insisted that the current defipresident of the inter-fraternity many Greeks find unacceptable. nition is unacceptable because
council, led a discussion with Ablondi pointed to the definian audience consisti°:~ of a tion of hazing which Jpe u~i- H~ZING.? page 7 ,
.\

Greek s hold forum on hazing

Broad caster encou rages risks
By MaryBeth Lapin
In a speech titled "Broadcast
Communication in Radio and
TV" To·m Bergeron of W6ZTV spoke to interested broadcasting students in the Merrimack Room of the MUB last
Sunday, urging them to get
involved and take risks.
"Broadcasting isn't the place
The Tin Palace has recently imposed a three drink limit on
for bashful people," said Berits sale of alcoholic beverages .. (Ronit Larone photo)
. geron.
Bergeron, a broadcasting success story, has been a disc jockey
for WHEB, a local radio station,
1

New three drink
limit now in .effect

By Jessica Wilson
reduction in sales.
Although they have had a few
The Tin Palace Restaurant
in Durham voluntarily adopted complain.ts, Mahoney said most
a three drink limit for all · people respect the decision. He
customers last Friday. According expects the same people who
to Jim Mahoney; general man- have always frequented the
ager, the three drink limit is part restaurant to continue doing so.
So far the Tin Palace is the
of the general trend toward
increased drinking awareness. only local bar that has adopted
It is not a response to any this policy. The people of Benproblems they have had with jamin's said "We're always
drinking patrons. They have not careful, but we haven't gone that
had a fight or brawl during the far." The assistant manager oJ
five years he has worked there, The Catnip Pub said he had no
idea if they wiU ad~pt such a
he said.
Although Mahoney was policy, and refused further
vague about other reasons for comment.
Two patrons sitting at the bar
the decision, he said. increasing
insurance costs and liability risks at the Tin Palace said they
thought a three drink limit was
were part of it.
. Mahoney said many Tin Pa- an excellent idea. "No one needs
lace patrons are alumni and more than three drinks anyolder students, who are respon- way," said one young man.
sible drinkers anyway. A large Pitchers are no longer availa9le,
percentage of their business and no one, despite age, will be
comes from food sales, so he served more than three drinks
does not anti~ipate a drastic per evening.

a mime on New Hampshire
Public Television Channel 11,
and a stand up comedian. He
is probably most recognized as
the tongue-in-cheek ballspinner on 4-Today's lottery
show.
Using his "lottery live" job
as a metaphor, Bergeron explained his unique style of
delivery as a product of his
entertainment background.
'Tve established a niche for
myself in entertaining," he said. .
'Td like to think that eople

see me as having a good time,
bringing my own spin to the
ball. When you think about it,
in life each of us brings our own
spin to the ball."
,
Humor is Bergeron's way of
side-stepping the."cookie-cutter
mentality" he says is common
in television personalities.
"Most TV is just one talking
head after another," he said.
"There has to be a little willingness to put yourself on the l~ne.
. BERGERON, page 6

Tom Bergeron, of WBZ-TV in Boston, spoke to an attentive crowd in the Merrimack Room
of the MUB Sunday night. (Cindy Rich photo)
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ORGANIZATION,AL MEETING:
May 6, 7pm Sullivan Room, MUB
For further information contact,
Health Education 3823
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Depression as a Lifestyle ...433
How to Deal with Loneliness ... 32

§
§ Stres$ and Anxiety
88
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· e --- ays to
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with ,t... 30
How to Handle Fears ... 33
· Coping with Stress ... 38 Rel.axati.on Exercises ... 37
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·
§

~ Friendship

8

.

.

8§ . Friendship Building ...1
Helping a Friend ... 90
Recognizing Suicidal Feeling in 0th- ·
8 erL492

I
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§
.
TAPES862AVAILABLE
§S Anger·
3554
Fighting Constructively... 5
~
§ Expressing Negative Thoughts and
Self-Improvement
S feeHn,gs ...6
Self Assertiveness ...402
., ~
§8 Dealing with Constructive Criticism ... 7.
Building Self Esteemed·confidence ...3:s·
· S Dealing with Anger... 8
Standing Up forYourse.lt.:.10
.
,
§ .Un~~r~tanding Jealousy and How to
Becoming lndependeQt from Pei(/ ·

I

I

Counseling & Tes ting Center

~~~m

S Dea. I wit,h it...9
.Depress. ion
8
8 What is Depression ...431
§ How to Deal with Depression ...432

§

a service provided by

o:-. . . . ,

~

1
§
8

I

'

· en tS.'.. 478
The Value and Use of Self-Talk...36
What is Counseling ond How to Use

lt...61 ·
· Learning to Accept-Yourself...44

Sexu~lity
Male sex Roles ...40 .
Male Homosexua. lity; .. 21 .
Dealing with lmpotenc;e ...23
Timing Problems in Male Sexuality.._.24
·
·
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Female Homosexuality... 20
Female Orgasm Problems ... 22
.,

•

I§·

§§·

Cool Aid

§
§
.§
§
§
· §
, §.
§
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Dating ·
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Dating Skills ... 1a
Infatuation or Love ... 70
Things tq . ~-qnsider in Looki.ng'tor a
Mate ... 71 , \.
·
Types of lntirnacy... 3 . .
How to Cope with a Broken .Relation.,
ship ...83
Physical lntimacy...4
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S

Miscellaneous
Early Sign of an Alcohol Problem ...160
Responsible Decisions about Drinking ... 161
I've been Raped, What Do I Do? ... 315
Dealing with an Alcoholic Parent ...479
Dea th a nd Dying ...84
Mediation; .. 312

* Herpes-Symptoms and Diagnosis....209
*Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ....215
*AIDS .. .What is it?.... 225
*AIDS-Sy~ptoms and Diagnosis.... 218

§
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~ ~ew tape
Dial 862-3~54 any ni~ht from 6:00° 12:00j). rri. a'ild a CMl~Aid Olember_ will iuis\\'ef_the phoiie. ~ICCt the · · · • ' . , · · ·· '
tape you w1~h to hear by nam~ and n:µmber. The ta~es run about_6 .rnmutes. If you hav~ ~nyquestio,~,;
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Tuition to increclse at UNH
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By Mada G. Smith
to pay more."
a good staff we · need more
"in:-state residents at the UniThe New Hampshire State money. Personally,- being from
versity of New Hampshire will Legislature and government out-of-state, I think New Hampsee a 4.6 percent increase in increased its state funding by shire should have a state tax.
tuition for the 1986-87 year. 23 percent two years ago. This Without state tax, there is a need
This is -;;$ 100/year increase thac is the broadest the in-state to increase tuition," said the
will .ra·ise the tuition costs to funding has been.
Grosse Point, Michigan student.
$2,280 a year.
Grant says the reasons for the
Donald Frenette, a senior
For UNH non-residents, an incr-ea__se in tuition are due to forestry major from Berlin, New
increase of 6.6 percent, a-mount- improvement in staff and fa- Hampshire has a different outing to $400/ year will raise costs culty salaries. Tuition increase ·1ook. "The University of Ver-:
to $6,450 a year.
is also due to the purchasing of mont charges a high tuition rate
"The New Hampshire State library books, periodicals, com:- for out-of-state students-that's
law claims that non-residents puter supplies, telephones, mail- why they' re a state school. But
pay the full cost of education," ings, and special programs such so is UNH. ·The higher rate we
said Arthur Grant, Secretary of - as quality expansion in student charge for out-of-state students,
University System. "The New computer facilities.
.
the better chance New HampHampshire student benefits.
"I think UNH is quite poor," shire residents have of coming
Without the increased s,tate said UNH freshman history here."
·
funding, studen~ 'Youl?. _!rnv_e major. Jamie McMillan. "To get _·

MEN'.S TRACK-at Dartmouth invitational
ART DEPARTMENT ALUMNI SPEAKERS PROGRAMPaula Volunt, '80, Art ~onservator in New York. Room A218,
PaulArts, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL-vs. Boston University (2), 1 p.m.
ROCK CLIMBING MOVIE AND SLIDESHOW- "On the
Rocks," and "Mt. McKinley.'' Sponsore d by Fireside
Experience. Room 110, Murkland, 8 p.m. Admission $2.
UNHJAZZ BAND-William Reeve, directing. Strafford Room,
MUB,8p.m.
·
.
.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30
PREREGISTRATION ENDS FOR SEMESTER I, 1986-87.
MEN'S BASEBALL-at Brown (2)
MEN'S LACROSSE-vs. Harva.rd, 3 p.m.
NEW /OLD CINEMA FILM-"Mr. Deeds Goes to Town."
Room 1'10, Murkland, 7 p.m., free. ·

Law Day offers £Tee services
By Kathleen C. Patten
U pder· the marquee listings
for "Sleeping Beauty" and "Poltergeist II," the scene was set
w'ith a poster depicting the
Magna Carta and the Bill of
Rights, brochures and balloons
for the April · 26 Law Day
celebration.
Gail Kinney, Executive Director of the NH State Bar
Association, said, "It's a complex
problem for s-ome people -to
retain an attorney," she added
that one man with papers
clutched in his hand, waited for
the Mountain Valley Mall's
doors in North Conway to be
opened arid~he said, "I wanted
to be fi rst."
Attorneys Pamel D. Albee
and Robert Zimmermann were
present to consult with · the
public on general legal infor-·
mation and to clarify if the
·person seeking advice did, _in
fact, have ·a legal problem.
Vern Wormlight said, "I had

a question that I was glad to get .
answered, that I would not have
made an appointment for," he
added, " he's very helpful,"
pointing to Attorney Zimmermann. The services this day ·
were free.
,
When asked if this exposure
raised more h_usiness for their
own practices Albee replied,
'Tm here to break the ice, but
not to solicit," and Zimmermann added, "This is•not a way
to hand out busine~s cards."
Albee~explained, "It's .worthwhile for public relations purposes that attorneys be visible."
Kinney explaine'd that Law
Day originated i-a }1950, when
President Eisenhower made an
effort to promote patri9tism.
Today, the purpose is in celebration of the American system ·
of justice and the legal system.
The program, in part, actively
attempts to teach the public
regarding their rights. _For ·example, adop~-a-

UNIVERSITY THEATER-"Joseph and The Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat.'-' The musicafby Tim Rice and Andrew
· Lloyd Weber, directed by Carol Lucha Burns. Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts. Preview 4/30, 7 p.m. Family performance 5/1,
7 p.m. Regular performance 5/2, 8 p.m.
. ·

classroom is a law related ed.:
ucation project of the NH State
Bar Association which enHIROSHIMA, MON AMOUR: Film based on the 20th century
lightens students to become
play by Duras. James 303, 7 p.m. Admission $1. In French
aware of the legal rights and
with English subtitles. .
responsibilities through learnTHURSDAY, MAY 1
ing about the law in their own
classrooms.
MUSO FILM-"The Sterile Cuckoo." Strafford Room; MUB,
, There were no record·
7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1, General $2.
_
numbers stampeding the Law
Day informatio-n and consultaGRADUATE STUDENT READING-Margot Sands, poetry;
tion booth at the mall, but
Sandell Morse, fiction; Bill Wright and Beverly Welch,
"success," said Kinney, is meacriticism. Fo~um Room, Library, 8 p.m.
_·
sured when the attorneys are
busy, even Wonly 10 people
FRID AY, MAY 2
become aware. Kinney added,
- WOMEN'S LACROSSE-ECAC Championships, through May
"The biggest disappointment
3
'
.
of the day is the balloons," they
didn't sta,y inflated.
INTE'R NATIONAL FIEST.A-:Entertainment includes Reggae,
. Law Week extends from
Mariachi, Steel Drums, UNH Dance Theater Company. Food
April 26 .through May 3. For ·
from Mexico, Greece, Australia, Switzerland and Spain. Games
more information on the· scheand exhibits. Smith Hall Grounds, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., free.
dule of events in all areas of the
State and for Lawyer Referal
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES-Deserts and Jungles: Observ·a tions of a Sensationalist. Professor Stephen Reyna,
Services of the NH State Bar
Anthropology. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8
Association, call 1-800-852p.m.
3799.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located_in Room
-151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business :
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am ~ 2 pm. Academic )'.ear subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads ' the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or- other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
• 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue ·
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
·

Ul3VU
Night G_r ill---

------Specials---Monday-

Hamburger

Tuesday- .

Grilled Cheese & Ham
Wednesday- ·

Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato ~

ONLY69¢
So!J1e UNH students took adva~tage of a warm Mo~day afternoon by reclining on the lawn
i~ front of Thompson HaJl. (Ronit Larone photo)
-

i l q. C,!. t,L 1.t.1,L i ,!. t-J, t.1.1 J.1 J, i J: i J. t.iJ J; 1J; 1.1. t.t tl i ,Li,!, tl t.!. tJ. U tJ~ i,!. t.!- i,!. i ,ti l 1.t t.!. J,Li,!, i·,

M-R 3:30~7:30

;

l
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OTICES

Famed psychiatrist
to lecture .at UNH
.

GENERAL
UNH FLYING, INC. NOT AUTHORIZED: An
organization operating in his area under the name
"UNH Flying Club, Inc." is not authorized ,to use
the initials of the University of New Hampshire
or .in any other way indicate that it is affiliated
with the University. The dub is not a recognized
student organization and is not in any way approved,
endorsed, or supported by the University of New
Hampshire. The University has notified.the officers
of the club to discontinue the use of "UNH" in
the club name or in any other way suggest or imply
an affiliation with the University.- The University
cannot in any way be responsible for the activities
of this organization. Any questions about this matter
should ·be-directed to the Office of Student Affairs,
Huddleston Hall, -UNH, Durham, NH, 03824.
Telephone 862-2053.
CHILD CARE INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
. SERVICE: Information provided on available child
care sevices in the Seacoast area·. Stop by or call
the service, Underwood House, 2895. Plan now
for summer and fall.
·
ATTENTION MUB LOCKER RENTERS: Locks
on blue lockers must· be removed by May 22. Keys
to colored keyed lockers must be turned in to Room
3·22 by May 22 for your "key deposit r_e fund."
(Lockers may be renewed for summer) Key deposits
will not be issued after the deadline and locks will
be removed.
ECONOMIC UNDERGRADUATE SOCIETY
OFFICER POSITIONS OPEN: If interested or have
questions, contact Joy at 749-6873.
RECEPTION FOR CURT MACKAil: Mackail,
Extension Service Information Specialist is leaving
UNH after 10 years of service to College of Life
Sciences and Agriculture. Wednesday, April 30,
Alumni Center, 3:30 to 5:30 p.m.
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Books, clothes, jewelry
at a low price. Thursday, 'May l, top floor of MUB,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
EXAM ANXIETY WORKSHOP: Sponsored by
Non-Traditional Student Program. Is your performance on exams affected by stomach churning,
· sweating arid mind blanking? Do you panic_and
forget a month's worth of material? Come and
learn strategies for coping with the stress of exams.
Facilitated by Sarah Seder of TASk. Monday, May
5, Underwood House, 9 to 10 a.m. Call 3647 for
more info.
·
CATCHING UP: Sponsored by Non-Traditional
Student Program. Are you al:v'ays playing "_cat~h
up" with your course work while trymg to ma11:1tam
current assignments as well? Com~ learn tech~1ques
of time management and reading strategies to
incorportate make-up material with current study.
Facilitated by Mary Hall of TASk. Tuesday, May
6, Underwood House, 12:30 to 2 p.m . . ·•

UNI-I SP~ING HORSE- TRIALS: Dressage,
Saturday, May 3, Green Acres Farm, Drew Road,
Dover. Cross Country & Stadium, Sundav May
4, UNH Light Horse Center, Mast Road.'s a.m.
.t o 4 p.m. both days.

.

.

By Jennifer Hightower

Nationally recognized psy REVIEW STRATEGIES FOR FINALS: Sponsored
chiatrist Dr. Scott Peck will
by Non-Traditional Student Program. Do you find
ma~e an appearance at UNH
yourself rereading for exams and not remembering
Mav
6, to discuss "Sexuality and
the material? This workshop can help by teaching
Spirituality," and "Christian
you :review strategies that improve your memory
Psychology and the Arms Race" . .
and understanding of course material. Facilitated
Peck's talk on "Christian
by Mary Hall of TASk. Thursday, May 8, Underwood
House, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., call 3647 for more
Psychology and the Arms Race
info.
" will be held at 8 pm in the
, Granite State Room: of the
3RD ALMOST ANNUAL LIVE FREE OR JUG MUB. P~ck will discuss why the
GLE CONVENTION: Workshops, videos, and
arms race is in di_sagreement
public show featuring UNH Alumnus and pro with Christian _doctrine and,
fessional Juggler, Mark Nizer. Saturday, May 10,
from a psychiatric standpoint,
Field House, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Students/children
"sick".
under 12, $1 general $3
The lecture is intended to '
HEALTH
"force the audience out of its
sense of helplessness and' begin
consid~ring
unilateral disarmaOPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Individuals
ment as not only concievable,
concerned about their drinking are welcome.
but feasible," according to John
_Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m.
'
Carroll, chairman of the .Saul
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For
0 Sidore series committee. Peck
individuals affected by a parent's problem drinking.
wil_l be the last speaker in the
Thursdays, Underwood House, 8 to 9:30 p.m.· and
senes.
Fridays, Catholic Student Centei:, 7:30 ~ 9 p.m'.
Following his talk on "Sexuality
and Spirituality" (held
WOMEN'S AA: Fridays, Wolff House, noon to
in the Granite State Room at
1 p.m.
WOMEN, STRESS AND HEALTH: Sponsored
by Health Education Center, Health Services. We
will explore both the pressures and possibilities
of being a woman Student at UNH. Program
directed towards stress and lifestyle management
for a woman in the 80's. Tuesday, April 29, Scott
Hall, 7 p.m.
DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
Sponsroed by Health Education Center, Health
Sevices. Discussion of stress and stressors and their
effects on wome_n students. Coping skills, time
management will be explored ·and participants
can experience relaxation techniques. Wednesday,
April 30, Jessie Doe Hall, 7 p.m.

Ml;'.ETINGS
INTER VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: There is singing and fellowship and
a new speaker each week. Wednesdays, Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB, 6:30 to 8 p.m. All
are welcome.
·
JUGGLING CLUB: Open to anyone. Wednesdays,
MUB. Check at Information Desk for room, 7 to
11 p.m . .

---BERGERON--- <cominuea from page 3)
TV doesn't necessarily have to to a machine as if it was human.
be bland."
.
Your own personality is what
-Bergeron said his ten years helps you get past that. There
in radio broadcasting required are techniques you learn, but
a differ~nt psychology. "In radio they're not gospel. Technique
people aren't -looking at you." is the foundation and you build
Bergeron's· "talk radio" show ori that."
·
gave him a great degree of
According to Bergeron, the
creative freedom. "Creatively ··bottom line in broadcasting is
it was more fulfi1ling than a lot · connecting on a human level.
of stuff I do on TV," he said. "If theory intimidates you and
"The feeling about radiois more prevents human communicarelaxed. People don't get as · tion, theory is worthless. The
upset about radio as they do people who theorize most of all
about things they see on TV."
are those who ~ouldn't get jobs."
As a performer Bergeron has
Bergeron said theory is a term
more fun on the radio . "On rarely heard at WBZ. "You can
television I'm aware I have to learn the theory of why an ~
be more dry. My sense of the airplane flies,,; Bergeron said,
TV viewer is that they have the "but I don't want you taking me
station phone number ready and to California. Theory grows out .
are just waiting for you to offend of expr_ience, experience doesn't
i:herri. It's fun to see how much grow out of theory."
I can get away with on TV."
Advice to prospective braodBergeron's audience consisted casting job-hunters? "Be willing
of mainly undergraduate com- to go anywhere to learn," Bermunication majors. These stu- geron said. "People don't just
dents wondered if the theory breeze into major market sta. they learn in college will be tions and say, Tve graduated.
necessary in the ttreal world" I'm here:'"
of broadcasting. Bergeron
There is a certain amount of
learned his trade by doing it. positive thinking involved, ac-·
He chose not to go. to college cording to Bergeron, which can
because at the tirrie he was be applied to almost any career.
alre'a dy established in a radio "You have to have at least a
job. "For most people it's a rare srieaking suspicion that you can
situation to learn while they do it a little bit different, and
earn," he said.
a little bit better."
"It's not a natural ·s tate to _talk

,;~ir:::::::::::::::::::::f5UltH::r&i:::i'.iO=t'.Jsi~~::::0F::::::::::::::::::::1:

RESUMES.

I

Electronically Typed
$17.50 includes
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes

PIZZA

1

Plus
25 copies* 25 envelopes·* 25 extra sheets of paper

2 pm.), Peck will hold a seminar
for those with a special interest
in psychology and spirituality
such as therapists, counselors,
clergy, and health professoinals.
Peck will autograph copies of
his books at this time.
Reservations for this talk may
be. made in advance by calling
862-1020. It will be held at 4
pm ln the Forum Room of the
library.
.
After nine years in the US
Army, Peck resigned from the
position of Assistant Chief
Psychiatry and Neurology Consultant to the army's surgeon
· general. He practiced psychiatry
until 1983 in Litchfield County,
Connecticut.
Peck is a 'best-selling author
who has written three books.
The first, "The Road Less
Traveled," has sold over a
million and a half copies since
1978 .. His fourth, "Community·
Making and Peace," is slated for
publication this year.

.
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UNH to hostJapa nesewom en
By Jon K inson
For the third straight year,
the University of New Hampshire· will be .the host to women
frorh the Shoin University in
Kobe, J apan, for an an intensive
English program.
The University is looking for
willing i-ndividuals or families
who would host one or two of
these students for one week in
August.
Around 70 students will par-

ticipate in the month-long for them to fit in," s;iid Turner.
program sponsor~d by the Eng- "But we have had older or single
lish Department. In the last people also. It has varied."
week, August 15 to August 23,
The students have been studthey will be placed in a host ying_ English as a second lan- ·
home. <
·
guage since junior high.
It is better for the student to
Transportation will be probe in such an environment since vided for the students to and
she can no longer rely on her from the University.
friends, said Jane Turner, a
Interested pe0ple should con- ·
teacher in the program.
tact Jane Turner, (603) 431 "The best family would have 6262, or leave a message for her
kids or animals since it is easier at (603) 862-1313.

--------HAZING-------(continued from page 3)
' of its "v_agueness."
"(In future policy decisions) Greeks . "Is he helping us or
"There is no accountable will he (Kidder) smile or make hurting us. And if he is hurting
definition of hazing," agreed us bend over?" asked one us how can we get him out of
student senator and Beta broth- member of the audience about there?"
er Jim Griffith, "Nor is there Sanborn's position concerning
a procedure to handle an incident once it occurs."
·
Many members of the au dience also found this definition
unacceptable, saying that if this
definition were applied to other
organizations, they would be
accused of h.;izing.
Eric Lagerquist, a sophomore
Sigma Beta brother, claimed
that he was the eyewitness to
a Resident Assistant training
program where trainees where
blindfolded and led about by
supervisors.
They were not rapped for
hazing -though, he continued,
even though they were treating •
their trainees differently. ·
Gamache recounted .;i similar
Broadway , M-F
Sat.
Sun.·
Dover
experience where Resident As..) ~9 :30-9 9-5:30
, sistant'·fr afoees where thrown
12-5
in the· air, supposedly to be
caught by the rest of the group.
O n one occaission, he claimed,
one fell through the group, and
severly injured his head.
"If this had been a fraternity ,,.._.~......-..-..-..-.-...-..-.......,...,........,......-..~....._.
they would have-been thrown
off campus," he contested. "Instead the administr-ation said
'Oops, sorry about that.' "
The administration wants to
·
e-spec1ul-iy f~esh fish
.
9 madbury road. durham 868-1 177
be rid of all initiation proce dures, confided Griffith in an
interview after the forum. The
Greeks, he continued, want to
accurately define what is legal
q r illegal, and set up policies
dealing with offenders of this
definition. This would allow the
continuation of activities which
-• fresh fish
pledges and brothers would
consider "fun" while continuing
the disruption- of degrading
l
'
·practices.
•
1
"If a pledge asks himself, 'Am
I being hazed' - he is beinghazed," said Keenan in response
to what should be considered
hazing.
Grilled or Fried ,
· Communication between the
Chicken Sandwich
administration and Greeks is
boneless breast, marinated in
•
sole.
crucial, claimed several member
soy sauce, olive oil , garlic
of the audience, who also
and lemon served w/ french fries
showed dismay at the l~ck of an
or slaw
$3.50 + tax
• steamers
administrator at the meeting .
Grilled Hamburger
They said t4e handling of Greek
, affairs is being poorly conducted
served on bulky roll
w/ lettuce and tomato
by Associate Dean William
• mussels
Kidder
and ONION NUGGETS
Keenan expressed dismay at
$2.99 + tax
Kidder's handling of ·a recent
hazing charge put on Theta Chi
• live lobster
pledges. In this affair; Kidder
took -the case out of the hands
of the Greek Council and put
it before the University's Judicial Board.
This caused Keenan to ex - .
press doubt over whether
Kidder is taking the interests
of the Greeks into account with
his decisions.

PAGE SEVEN

TAKE OUT-SERVICE ONLY
Du e to a private pa rty, we will be c losed on Frid ay night,' May 2, 1986
But the take out service will be available th at ni ght. .

9
Chinese Restaurant
· _"
54 Main Street,
U ·Dow"town Durham
868-1221
" Savor th e Ma ic Flavor"

Universitylheater
1985-86 Season Presents the
Anna Zornio Memorial Production of

JOSEPH AND THE
-· AMAZING ·
TECHNICOLOR.
DREAMCOAT
The Musical by Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd Weber
Directed by Carol Lucha Burns

Johnson Thea ter, Isa bel and Harriet Paul Creative Arts Cen ter,
UNH, Durham
PERFORMANCES: May 1 and 8 at 7 r.M.; May 2, 3, 9, and-10 at 8-rM.
_ TICKETS: general, $5; UNH students, employees, alumni,
and all senior citizens, $4; preview, $2; child~en's perf~rm'a nces, $1
Reserva tions, 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package, New England Cen ter Restaurant

WHY ,WAIT? .
use

oyster .river seafood
Take-out&_
Fish Market

• haddock

• scrod

·• andmuch
more!

at

TOWN and
----CAM PUS-now you can get ...

•REPRINTS
IN
DAYS!
why wait a week or two?
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April 29-May 5
CAFETERIA ·
Let us do rhe cooking'
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Tuesday, April 29
Stuffed Cabbage
Beef Strogenoff
Noodles .
Peas and Onions
Cheddar Cheese Soup
Lentil Soup

-

•

•
•••
•
•••
•
•••
••
•
•••
••
••·

••
••
••
••
-••
••
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•
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Wednesday, April 30
Pasta Primavera
Stuffed Shells
Veggies Italian
Zucchini
Italian Vegetable Soup
Prego Soup

administration at Alfred UniThe search for a new dean direction of WSBE."
versity, Duke University and began in August when an 11
Wetzel said he feels Aldrich
the University of Pittsburgh a:11-d member search committee was . will work well with President
was head of .the Economics formed consisting of seven Haaland. "She brings the same
department at LemoyneColleg~. · faculty me_mbers, the vice- sort of energy a-nd com~itment
In addition to her academic president of research, two bus- to the University as the presbackground, Aldrich served as iness repre:s en'tatives from ident," Wetzel said. "She is a
the corporate director of _stra- WSBE's Board of Visitors, arid woman with a great deal of
tegic planning and bus,rness the student body president.
enemy and vitality." ·
development _at Syracuse s GeThree-four,rhs of the appliAldrich will not be a tradinigraphics Corp. She is currently cants ·were fourtd through ad- tion~l dean, according to Wetzel.
working as director of market- vertisements "that wer~ placed "Most deans do not have the
ing for Sigma J?esign, _a com- in several newspapers and .trade combination of academic and
purer aid~d design equipment journals. The othei" quarter of business experienc;e that she
company m Colorado. ·
·
the applicarits came from faculty has,_" said Wetzel. "She will also
"It was particularly important members who nominated col- be a young dean."
that a dean would excel in both legues fro_m around the co{intry.
Aldrich will be the first
academics and business expeAccording to We·tzel, the female dean of WSBE. Acrnrd-r:ience," said Duncan LaBay, a search committee met weekly ing to Dwight ·Ladd, the current
professor of Marketing at · to scteen applicants before they dean, "WSBE will be one of very
WSBE. "She will be a very good made severalrecommendations few University business schools
that have a woman dean." No
administrative leader within the in mid-March.
University and with businesses
"We invited seven candidates one involved in the search,
and organizations in Ne~ to campus to visit fortwo days," including Aldrich, felt it was
Hampshire and New England. Wetzel said. "Each candidate unusual for a _ woman to be
Aldrich, who learned of the met with the President, the appointed to such <1r position.
position through a? ad in the - orher deans, alf WSBE faculty -· Ladd, who has been dean for
Wall St. Journal, said she feels and staff, and a group of stu- 22 years, is retiring this year.
it is · extremely important to dents."
"It is an appropriate time to
have realistic business expeThe final decision was made retire with the new leadership
_ rience in order to perform the by President Haaland, Wetzel in · the school," Ladd said. ·"Aca·
.. • said.
.
_
demic institutions never change
, job of dean. ·
"The experience I_'ve gamed
"Carole Aldrich has_an un- very rapidly or dramatica!ly. It
through working with p~ople usual combination of business is probably time for' some new
in the business world will be and academic experience," Haa- direction and a fresh look."
very appropriate in _my ,1;ew land said. "She has exceptional
Aldrich' is married to Richard
position," said Aldnch .. My planning and analytical skills McCleery, who is involved in
familiarity with the busrne~5_ which will be iQ.valuable as she international trade. They have
community will he!p me_g_arn works dosely with faculty and an 11 -year old daught~r, Mary
support for WSBE ma variety the the state's busin@ss and Elizabeth.
of ways."
industry to develop the future

••

_Thursday, May 1
Stuffed Green Peppers
Chinese Chicken _with Nuts
·stir Fry Broccoli and Carrots
'Egg Drop Soup
Wanton Soup
Fridqy, May 2

•
•••
••

..•
••
••
••
••
•·
••

..
••
•

.••
.

(continued from page 3) ·

•
••

••

unrealistic."
Another issue bothering
Jones abo_u t the election was the
placement of the names on the
ballot: While the order of pres id e n t i al ca n d id a t e·s w a s
switched from area to area tb
insure not o~e candidate re;

teived all of the "first-name-,
"My name was on the bottom
I-see" votes, the Greeks were of every ballot that I saw," said
Jones. "I think that may of had
not .
an effect of one vote for me not
As a•result, Jones' name was being a Greek senaro_r."
positioned last on every ballot,
a move he feels cost him a senate
The order was not chosen on
seat .
a frrst come first served basis
he continued. Jones claimed to
have been tn.e first Greek candidate to have his application
Hotel seeks -chambermaid for
i'n, but he still received the worst
position.
summer employ~ent

,..

• ~Ogunquit
_·
·

Salary, rips, room
Call (207) 646-8291

MUB on WHEELS
Fo_
r a quick bite
betwen classes
stop by th$
MUB on WHEELS
located in front of the library

_,

Mr. Blake
Box 697
Ogunquit, ME 03907

••
•

.:•• .••····································•··•·········•••,
.••
*
. .
••
.:: .:: Word.Association
-:•
(603) 659.2423
: ,'
•

PISTACHIO'S
Ice Cream season is here
· and Pistachio 's has some
terrific flavors
ranging fre-m Olde English Toffee to
Wild Berry Crunch

been done on the bill it may go
on to a "fast track" and receive
a quick approval fro rfi die state
legislature.
"We're hoping to break
ground a year from this September and_to have it completed
by the following September,"
he said.

••• ______________ JONES _ _ _...-_ __

Mushroom Yogurt Pie
Stuffed Sole
Di ll New Potatoes
Asparagus with Brown Butte·r
Cream of Broccoli Soup
Winter Soup

CATERING
Show a friend you care
with a delicious cake .
Orcjer Now' 862-2046

i•

(continued· from page 1)

"I ran track freshman year,
renovations is the Paul Sweet
Oval indoor track, which is due and I pract:iced\in there, and i~'s
to receive a·ma'ssive face-lift said horrible,"·'· ~;aid Jim Griffith, · O'Neil. He called the-track the student s€nator and former
"existing dustball" and claimed track team member.
The bill will be sent to the
that with the passage of this bi"ll
it would receive a multi-purpose governor's office in May, and
floor · which would make it then to the ~tare legislature in _
suitable for track and other January said O'N eiL He said
because most of the work has
activities .

I

.
.••

--------~·GYM----------

••

\
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•••
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Word Processing • 'IyPing • Transcription

: : ·

Durham, New Hampshire

'

1

:

.
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"I can honestly say that that's ·
the reason Warner Jones is not
a senator," added Jim Griffith,
student senator.
·This is a non-issue claimed
St-udent Body Vice -President,
Jeff Foy. He pointed_ to L_isa .
Leicht, who received a last place
67 vote total despite being third
on the ballot.
·

Tomasen Madden, who
headed the elections and the
postion of the candidates on the
ballot, was unable to be reached
for a comment, despite frequent
attempts_ to contact her.

The Graduate School
is accepting applications for

Frat embarks on -fundraiser
?

•

TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
PART-TIME
GRADUATE. DEGREE · - ·

•

By Jessica Wilson

such as a fraternity, can under- money' for each application that
· Sigma Nu frat_e rnity is em- take the endeavor. It was adver- was filled in. They did ·it on an
STUDENTS-- '• -"'' ·barking on a plan which will test tised in The New Hampshire ongoing basis, however, while
for Fal_l Semester 1986-87
their organizational skills, and a few weeks ago. "We saw the Sigma Nu will be driving for
potentially let them make opportunity, and took the in- just one week.
Deadline for applications is June 6, 1986
"A student has nothing to lose
itiative before someone else
$2,000 in one week. ·
. Application _forms are availab}e at
in filling out the application,
The brothers plan to sign a did," he said.
the
Graduate
School, Horton Social Science Center
He cited University of Mas- and we get around 60 cents for
contract with a credit card sales ·
company next week. If they get sachusetts and Delaware Uni- each one, whether it is later . _ - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,500 students, alumni and versity as other schools that accepted bt the company or
faculty to fill out credit card · have participated. Last year Phi not," said lafolla. Although he
applications in one week, t_hey Kappa Theta of UNH partic- admits it will be a lot ot work,
Now ... -At White Mo-untain Computer
will receive $2,000, said Mi}(e ipated in a similar program, "the boys are pumped for it,
which Jeff Lortz, thei'r fund both the money and the chalIafolla, ·sigma Nu president.
"The -money would be nice, raiser described. He said th~y lenge," he said'. If ~hey · receive~
but we are mainly doing it for set up tables in the MUB, with . $2,000 they will be putting it ,
the challenge," he said. Only applications for .Citibank, Visa, toward a new house and their
one organization per campus, Mastercard, etc. and got some service organizations, he said.

The ULTIMATE
Student Machine
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THE ATARI JOLIOST SYSTEM
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Luck
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Also IB~ Compatibles Including

The Leading Edge Model D

rRA-ZZ: LED?

Come to · Our

·G rads

FlNALEXAMS
PREP WORKSHOP

STUDE.NT SPECIALS

We d n es d a y, A pr i 1 30. at 7: 3 0 .pm an d o u r

(603) 889-0800
417 Route 1_01~ (Amherst St.), Nashua, N.H. 03063 . ·

DROP-IN STUDY SKILLS SESSIONS
ever y Tues d a y ri i g ht at R i ch a r d -H·o use
Call-TA Sk for details 8 6 2-369B

From Rte. 3 Take Exit 7W, 1 Mile oo·wn on 101A

Irs THE COOLEST,HEAT YOU'LL EVER FEEL .

. . p.

Our Cities~

0ur·oceans.
Our Trees.
,·

Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.

-~ .
.

/

·0 ur Air.

1/.-:::::;·

/5

11 '~ Bf I OW MIAMI ANl)AIJ()VI ! I If I AW

·.

Don't pollute.
Forest Serv~e, U.S.D.A. ra

.

~1a1r~··

Our Mountains. Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams. Our Deserts. '
Our Lakes.
Our Tomorrows.

-Give a hoot.

\~

·R

PARAMOUNT PICT URES PRESENTS
A I JAYWARD I Jill PRODUCTION BLUE Cl1 Y JUDD NELSON ALLY SHEEDY
I XFClll iV[ PRODUCERS ROBERT KE.NNER AND ANTHONY JONES
t;CRf I Nf'I AY l:lY I lJKAS I-JELLER1,WALTER HIU. BASED ON THE NOVEL BY
.· ··· . ·
l~C y;t;MAC l)()NAI I) l'ROl)lJCI l'lfWWILLIAM l1AYWARDANDWALTER HILL .-.~ ·
,~:.::::·
l llRf C I l [) 13Y M ICI If I_11 MANNING
A l)A~AMOUN ~ PIC TURl ,,-; ~

t :,·:; -

OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 2ND
.AT A 1HEAT-ER·NEAR YOU
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.{ When is ,Dating Dangerous?;~
"'~,:, ._________ · __-· -___ ·__ ··· ____ --- .---··____ ·__· _· ·_·. . -.·~--:~ef'

• When non-verbals are relied on instead of direct communication
· _•When alcohol blur, messages
• When each person has unstated expectations

The above can lead to f orced _sexuaJ .
in.ter course, known as
1

_ACQUAINTANCE RAPE
llllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllll!ll,,lllllllllllllllllllll llllllllll lllllllllllllllllllltll
/

======= What Women Should Know ==============
·•Pa ssivity and submissiveness can create a·climate for sexu9-I
aggression.
•You have a right to express you feelings and should do so verbally
and not just non-verbally.
· .stereotypes for women such as "Anger is unfeminine" or "Be
polite" may put you in jeopardy.

~========== What Men Sh o uId Know ============'==
•Whenever you use force to have sex, you are co·m mitting a
crime called rape even if you know the woman or if you've had
sex with her before.
•Rape is a crime of violence. It is motivated by the desire to
c~ntrol and dominate, not by ·sex.
• it is never okay to force yourself on a ·,-voman, e'✓ en if you think
·
she's been teasing or "leading you on."

"''"*
/,Jt .t l.,t

A RAPE· CRISIS COUNSELOR IS AVAILABLE AT ALL HOURS-THROUGH UNIVERSITY DISPATCH .
862-1212. LEAVE YOUR FIRST NAM~ AND PHONE NUMBER.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

· NEv'I ENGLAND CENTER
NEEDS
BUil.DiNG ' SERVICE
WORKERS
Part Time & Full Time
·Positions Available
2 Shifts: 6 AM to 3 PM.
3 PM to 11 PM
Starting Pay- $4.00/hr . .

. We are flexible and can accommodate
school schedules. Duties ' include
setting up conference rooms ·& breaks,
involves lifting and some ~leaning_.

___________
.......,.......

"1"•~~..,_.......,........,....,............~...._....__.... ...,,...~ ...--.~-..,.....,,,,......,,.....r-11..,...~..,....,,,....,....,,.....,.,,....,..•.._...~.,..
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Accommodations ·

:

I\
i

i

Ii

Single and double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats ·
Wall to wall carpeting
All 'rooms completely furnish~d
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room/apartment
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
Laundromat
Lounge Area

)
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i The Strafford Hoilse is located i~~the. heart o_f
Durham, NH with all the facilities of the
n iversity of New Hampshire within walking
~ U_
,r distance.
Rental Office at
i~

r1

\

Year-round patio

~

·contact Jane Parsons, 862.- 2712

l
l
I

The Strafford House ,_.

1

1111
1

_ _ _...,

The
Strafford House
868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N .H.
Office hours
9-4, M-F

.
~-~..._....~....,,,,.,....,...~..,..~~.....-..
~~....,....~~(ta..,r,•...,..,.,..,......,..~..
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'almost' ·
annual

Woulcryou like -- -- ,~ unique opportunity to...
*Help promote health awareness
to other students?

§
§
·.§
§8
§

*Gain va~uable experience· for grad
sc hoo I or emp Ioymenh~

8

§ ·Expand your knowledge and awareness

8§'

II

Open gym juggling, w9rl<shops,equip_
ment raffel,juggling
v1deos, convention t-shirts

Public Show at 1 :30 p.m.

I'

§

I

May I, 12:45, Merrimack Room MUB
. the Health Education Center, §§ .,
or contact
3283._
§ ,' ',

I
§

Sponsore,q by th~ U.N.~- Juggling Club and P.F.O . .

1·

Attend an interest sessiofl

I
Is

A thrilling public show starring U.N.H.
Alumnus and professional juggler Mark Nizer from a recent
performance onBobHope.'s PBS special with a cavalcade of
New England jugglers.

I,g
I§.·.
8
S
8===================88

Brady Ford Congratulates
,The Class
of
'86
·with
,

.

,

.$400. 00 and pre-approved credit!!!
If you ·are receiving your bachelor's degree, R.N. or graduate degree from UNH we tip our hats to you. To qualified
.graduates between October 1, 1985·and September 30, 1986,
Brady Fo!E can offer you Ford's Graduate Assistance Program. .
.
We can give you pre-approved credit anq $400.00 cash back on your new Ford . To take advantage of this program
.buy one of the Brady Ford cars•br trucks listed below and take delivery by August 31, 1986.
For further. details stop by or c~mtact a Brady Ford Sales: Representative ... and again congratulations!

.,]~

$400 cosh back on~ new Thunderbird. ·' .

$400' cash back on a _new Tempo

$400 cash back on a.new Mustang ... ·
$400 cash b·ack on a new F-150 truck .,
$400 cash back on a new Ranger pick-up.

$400 cash t1ack on

a new Escort.

I

s. .

0

B
8

FEATURI_NG: .

-

§

I§ .orin thestressareasby-ofb~comtng
alcoh~l/ drugs, sexuality,
I
a PEER HEALTH I
II Center/Health
EDUCATOR through the Health Education · I
Services
§.

DATE: May ·10, 1986
, TIME: · 10 AM to lO PM
PLACE: U.N.H. Field House, 0urham, NH
ADMISSION: .$1.00 U.N.H. Students, and Children under 12 .
$3.00 Nori-students

~A. 00 ~ash back or a new Bronco IL

§·

·§
8
8
8

I

UNH'86

H

§

*Earn academic credit?.

~

C.O NVENTION

I
I§
§
I§ .

.

,

~~llailialtal-.

$400 cash back on a new Escort EXP.

$400 cash back on a new Aerostar.
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Fi/m· Series Presents

The Sterile Cuckoo
Starring. Liza Minnel li .

't'~ ·11, -t _1 V~ lo~ l~ed.

H~ 114/"

Vilas Pool (Alstead, NH) recreation area
needs manager/rec reation director to
estabilish and operate recreation program.
Light maintainance , repair, supervision ·
of staff and special events. WSI preferred.
June 18-Sept. l, $2200 plus apt. on grounds.
- Send resume to: Priscilla Watson.
East Alstead, NH 03602

-P~ .A~
The Sterile Cuckoo
Dir: Alan Pakula (USA, 1969, 107 min) Starring: Liza Minelli,
Wendell Burton. A beautiful, small picture with Minelli as a
brilliant non•coliformist who -forces herself on a bewildered
college freshmai-0 Minelli is perfecras Pookie Adam~, her best
role until Cabare{, and her wide-eyed energy finds a perfect
foil in Burton as her reluctant boyfriend . Alan Pakula's rirst
film as ~ director (he went on to direct Klute. All the Presi. dent's Men, and Sophie's Choice).

_ Thursd ay, May 1

MUSO

MUB 7 :& 9:30 pm

$1 studen ts

$2 non-stu dents

SUMMER
INTHE
Cl1Y
.

/

A

. Summer is the ideal time
for college students to get
ahead! Accelerate your
course work or take the
summer to concentrate on
tough requirement.

a

UNH at Manchester offers
the.advantages of the
state university with the
convenience of a campus in
Manchester. The personal
attention in small classes
is sure to enhance your
learning experience.
So don't stop thinking, just
- because summer's here.
Think about how easy it is
to get the University credits
you need, in Manchester!

For people who care about peop'ieteachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals -Nortneastern University has a speciaJ place where you ca,n ·
obtain the knowledge and skills needed ·
to help others. Boston-Bouve G:ollege of
Human Development Professions.
You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:

Call 668-UNHM for
information or registration.
Sess-ions begin May 26 and
July 7.

Master of Education
• ·Counseling
·
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction
• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education

Master of Sci~nce
•
•
•
•
•

Counseling Psychology
Physical Education
Physical Therapy
Recreation Management
Speech-Language Pathology &
. Audiology
_
Doctoral and non·degree certification
programs are also available.
For more information and a free catalog,
cal 1I (617) 437~2708 or write to Bostonf) Northeastern lJnivcrsit y Bouve College at the address below.

BOSTON'
B.OUVE

220 Hackett Hill Road, Manchester, New Hampshire 03102 (603) 668-UNHM.

Graduate School, Boston -Bouve College of Human Development Professions
107 Dockser Hall.N ortheastern University, 360 Huntington Ave, Boston, MA 02115
Nor1hedstem Un,vers,ty 1s an equal oppor1unity/a ffirmat 1ve actio!' ed uciltiona l irist,tut1on and employer
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Summer Day Camp Counselor Positions
__ i~ M~nc/7esrer N~w fjampshire ..
;c o~:~qe work-study preferred

~-

Frank Mitcheli. Pine Island 4-H C~nter.
2849 Brown Av_e. Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627-5637 -

Contact:

•.

- __Ii)! .

1 .• ' ·•.•
. \

.

Custom.

T-Shh1

. .

.

.

(603).431-8319

Printing ·

T~SHIRT_S • GOLF SHIRTS• .
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY Ts
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS ·
& TOTES

•

•••
•••
•
••
•••
.•:

•••
••
••
••
•
••
•••
_:• ___

With the Del Fuegos,
Ra.ndom Factor
and Loose Caboose
1

•

May 11th at the Lacrosse f.iel9from 11-5 pm

Free ConcertH I
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Preserve youf college
.,memories with a
1986 Granite Yearbook

'\I'"
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.I
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•

-

I

I

The number of subscriptions
a~ailable is limited, so hurry
torm. 125 -of the MUB now
and reserve ·your ~opy.

_ONLY $5!!!
,
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•

•

(1985's still available for $5)
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EditOrial
Seein g the big pictu re
The goal of becoming "The best small
public university in the country" is a goal
that must be shared by the administration
and the student body. Achievip.g this goal
requires an ability to look at UNH on a
large scale. While academics must remain
the top priority, other aspects of University
life inust be improved. The recent pr_oblems
in Area III, specifically Williamsen hall,
testify to the weaknesses inherent in the
dormatory system. Also, President Haaland
himself admitted that. registration at UNH
is "horrible."·
However, last Sunday night, the University gave evidence that it may indeed
see things · on a broad scope. That night,
the student senate voted unanimously in
favor of a proposed $3.8 million renovation
·of the Field House.

Starnberg
To the Editor:
In the April 11, 1986 issue of your
publication, W. Glenn Stevens
wrote an article "I Dread Graduation." The.dread was occasioned
by ·the fact that Susan St~mberg was
going to be the commencement
speaker, and who in the world has
ever heard of her?
The simple answer t_o that isprobably everybody in the nationexcept .Glenn Stevens! Our daughter
graduates from UNH in December
1986, and I would be delighted and
proud as punch if Susan Stamberg
was the commencement speaker.
She is the leading journalist and
commentator in this nation. Yes,
she is onlr on National Public Radio, .
but I challenge you to find a better
person in any of the electronic
media. She beats Barbara Walters
by a thousand country miles.
So, congratulations to President
Haaland and the University for
having selected such an excellent
person who does bring honor to
"the best small public university
in ~the country." I hope that Glenn
Stevens discovers "All Things
Considere'd" on National Public
Radio some tiine before commencement day so ·he 'knows what a treat
and honor ·he has in store for him.
Personally, I hope that somebody
from the New Hampshire Newspaper sends a clipping of Glenn
Stevens' letter to Susan Stamberg.
I thiok she would get a chuckle from
it-and might even include it in her
address! Who knows!
Brian Scott Kelley

UNH Parents' Association Board

WUNH
To the Editor:
At first, I wasn't actually sure ()f
the direction to take this. Should
this be a simple letter of thanks,
or perhaps a full blown article. I
think WUNH deserves the full
treatment.
First order of business: the recent
WUNH fundraising marathon. We
at the station are indebted to
everyone in the University and

The current condition of the Field House
and the surrounding playing fields can only
be described as deplorable. Th~ Paul Sweet
Oval, the indoor track at the Field House,
has holes in it three inches wide and three
inches deep. The outdoor track does not
meet NCAA regulations. The tennis courts
are in such a state of disrepair that it forces
the tennis team to play their matches
elsewhere. Locker rooms for women'~ sports
are few and far between.
The plannned renovations include construction of three multi-purpose gymnasiums, the resurfacing of the indoor track
oval, improved facilities for the gymnastics
program, more women's locker rooms, and
the addition of an elevator to improve access
for the handicapped. The advantages of
such renovations are self obvious.

surrounding communities for the
most succesful fundraiser in the
history of WUNH. We received
almost $11,000 in ,pledges. This
represents o'ver a 100 percent
increase in two years. Area businesses were very helpful, providing
us with food, gift certificates, and
everyone's favorite-cash.
' Of course, it was the listeners that
made the biggest difference. In a
time when commercial radio is
tightly form·atted, it is obvious that
people don't always like having a
few artists shoved dow..n their
throats 24 hours' a day. We have
· always maintained this, and again,
you folks out there have backed us
up, in a language that everyone
understands. If money talks, I'd say
that people definitely enjoy The
·sound Alternative.
I would also like to thank the
rabidly dedicated crew here at the
station. To those of you who say
students are all apathetic, I say "ya
shoulda been here." It is refreshing
to see such a diverse group of people
sacrificing time, grades, sleep, and
overall health in the name of a
student radio station. Many people
logged many miles, going from door
to dcior, asking businesses for
contributions, setting up giveaways,
and generally getting the word out.
And all without a dime of compensation.
I wish I could thank each of them
individually in print, but I would
run the risk of leaving someone out.
Suffice to say, the whole station did
a bang up job. It's not easy to go
on air for six hours straight and
ask for money every 15 minutes.
Nor is it .easy to sit by a phone ar.
one o'clock in the morning, waiting
to take down pledges. Most importantly,· it isn't easy to be on the other
side of the mike, listening to this
insanity. But, you p1,1t up with it,
and thanks to your response, we've
$11,000 to repair the station, buy
new records, pay the bills, and keep
the ball rolling for another year.
Now; I would like to move away
from the marathon for a bit. On
April 30th, I will step down from
my post of general manager, after
two rather interesting years. In that
time, I've seen a lot come ~nd go,
and I've learned about what makes
the student organizations tick. I've
seen sentiment towards this station
swing from side to side. I've realized
that WUNH is a station worth

There would be another advantage to
improved facilities at the Field House. Last
year the rock band The F ixx did not play
at UNH because of a scheduling conflict.
With three additional gymnasiums, such
scheduling difficulties should be eliminated.
Also, theJunds for these renovations
will not be paid by the students, as the State
of New Hampshire will fond the renovations if the bill is approved. _
If the state legislature approves the bill,
as many think it will, the University will
be taking a major step forward in its quest
to be "the best small public university in
.the country."
.
At long last, it looks like the athletes
and s,tudents who currently make do -with
the inadequate facilities at the Field House
are going to get what they deserve.

fightig for. And, at times, it was
. a fight. I'd do it again.
Student organizations are often
underestimated. I would remind
students that they are paying for
these services, so why not take
advantage of them. There's a lot
to be gained.
In writings such as these, one is
supposed to end with some statement that sums up all the wisdom
in the world. I'm not too good at
things like that. I would just leave
you with a few streams of conscious
. thoughts:
• When someone calls you on .the
phone, and claims to be from
WUNH, and then they start asking
very personal questions, it's not!

think that new attacks on our part Attacks against Libya and Khadafy
will put an end to terrorism?· Of will do nothing ,o ther than unite
course not. According to UNH
the Muslim countries to ignfre a
Professor John Obert Voll; "Bombterrorist Holywar against the US
ing Libya is not going to destroy
and its allies. Khadaffy's Libya isn't
the source if terrorism but will the only country exporting terrorprovide terrorists with more
ism and if the United State's goal
causes." Further attacks will only • is to overthrow the Khadafy regime
serve to unite the Moslem eountries
that will r,10t end te.rro-r.ism. ·. Iran
with the support of Russia to car;y and Srr.ia will rema!n , terrorist
out fresh acts of terrorism. The cycle monsters to be dealt wtth. The only
will continue indefinitely to grow solution is to not give terrorism
with each new wave making this such spectacular media_c,overage ..
already scary world increasii;igly Most terrorists acts are small and
urisafe. The ,w ar could grow to a limited enough that they need not
point where it'.is unstoppable. It be reported to the public The TWA
will work its way into America and bombing claimed 4 vict-ims and the
hit us in our homes. The terrorists Berlin Disco bombing 3. This is a
will always strike back, they have small number of victims compared
us.
already started to retaliate for our to those that die of car accidents
• Today's alternative music is to- bombing raid. The present terror- _or starvation every day. Military
morrow's top 40.
.
ism 1s only affecting those countries force is no way to deal with terror•Disk jockeys are frustrated sin - that are using force against it. These ism, we are acting as bad as they
gers.
retaliations against Americans will are bv killing innocent civilians with
• Disk jockeys never look like they. eventually wither away if we don't bombs. Our fight is not with Libya,
sound.
attack Libia again, but if the US does but with Khadafy. We must not
• Everyone should attend at least strike back the end to terrorism may encourage further terrorist activone student senate meeting. It 's · never come. Terrorist activities of ities by acting as irresponsible as
kinda like a trial by fire.
kinds will always continue, there
• If you can't find something you is no specific or ultimate way to stop
Letters ~Of!tinued page 19
like on WUNH, you haven't looked
it because its bases are so broad.
at the program guide.
• WUNH t-shirts are the hippt::st 4 '
t-shirts on earth. , .
. , • Outgoing off.ice rs of student,',
organizations should be committed.'.
to as counseling program in order ·
to re-integrate them into society.
DAVID C OLSON, Ec'Jitor-in-Chief
This would probably be more
beneficial than sitting them down
PETER A. KATZ_ Managing Editor
LISA SINATRA, Managing Editor
in-.front of typewriters, where they
MARLA G . SM ITH, News Editor
SONYA BELKNAP, News Editor .
PAUL TOLME, Sports Editor
are free .to type utter nonsense, anq
JAMES CARROLL. Features Editor
pass it off as some form of educated
CINDY RICH. Photo Editor
RONIT LARONE, Photo Editor
parting shot.
Thank ·you, WUNH, for making
KRISTEN RUSSELL_ Business Manager
my time at UNH worthwhile.
CARRIE F. KEATING, Advertising Manager
Robert-Scott Piehler
Advertising Associates Sandy Curtis
Ch ri s Heisenberg
Lyena Hayes
Lame Duck General Manager
Rich Wallace
Jason Gai llard
Gail Hendrickson
Christine Head
Chri s Germain
Mark Goulart
Jennifer Hightower
Laurie Mainella
WUNH-FM 91.3
Joseph Nel son .
Fiona Jameson
Kathy Johnson
Lon Stubbs

Libya
To the Editor:
, I am writing to pose this question
to the public: Why do you support
further attacks on the Khadafy
regime? According to a USA Today
poll taken Wednesday more than
80 percent of all Americans think
that the U.S. should attack Libya
again if it is responsible for new
acts of terrorism. Do you 80 percent
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University Forum
ROTC generat es leaders
There is a perception among some people here
at the University th,:it the Reserve Officer's Training
Corps is a bad thing. Some see the program as at
best a supporter for an aggressive ,foreign policy
or at worst part of a· grand conspiracy to ~ubjugate
the American people. The goal of ROTC is to fulfill
roles other than supressing free thought. ROTC
is not on campus to enslave students looking to
pay college expenses. ROTC does not even serve
to train a cadre of "baby killers." ·Despite the anticivilian image some may try to assign to ROTC,
one fact remains true: the program is here to help
protect and defend all citizens. :
. The mission of the ROTC program is to generate
leaders. At UNH , both the Army and Air Force
instruct cadets in the ways of leadership and survival
on the battlefield. The importance of leadership
has been proven time and time again in the annals
of military history. Without a trained and competent
nucleus of leaders, no force can hope to protect
the nation it claims to defend. A cadet program
allows potential lieutenants to practice the_ir skills
among their peers so that lives are not senselessly
wasted in times of crisis. ROTC allows our future
leaders the luxury of making mistakes and learning
from them. Modern w,ar is. not so generous.
Thit ROTC mission is no small task. America's
military academies do not commission n·early enough
officers to staff our Army, Air Force, Navy and
Marine Corps. The high cost of defending our nation
places more emphasis on the Reserve Components.
ROTC must provide officers to fill _the gaps left
by the academies-f or active forces as well as guarantee
our National Guard and reserves a pool of trained
and able leaders. Should war arise, the "weekend
warrior" will often arrive at the combat zone well
before full-tiine soldiers. Eriding the ROTC program
at UNH would deprive the .citizen-soldiers of New
Hampshire the knowledge and skills vital to suryival
while protecting us all.
ROTC's broad mission brings with it the best
benefit: military leadership is culled from all of
society, ,not.m erely the- academ_ies. ROTC ta:dets·
learn of the world around them while academy cadets
endure more indoctrination. The academy cadet
is limi ~~-~ ,t o _A nnapolis or West Point or the Air

By Arthur Robert

· Force Academy for much of his time before -g raduation. In contrast, the ROTC cadet is free
to interact with society at large. The ROTC cadet
can better see real-world problems and has more
opportunity to explore many differing points of
view . Some of the people whom I have had the
privilege of meeting here at UNH probably would
not even be allowed anywhere near a military
academy. A college-based training system for officers
offers the best chance for a military leadership that
is worldly and well~rounded.
.
.
What about our military in Central Amenca,
Europe or the Far East? The for~ign policy of o~r
President has endured close scrutmy. A democratIC
citizenry must take part in_gove:nment to form~late
a sensible strategy for dealmg with the other nations
of the world. The Cpnstitution of our land provides '
specific mechanisms for the people of the United
States to influence foreign policy. Military missions
are directed by the Presid.e nt and acts of war passed
by Congress. In this time our co·ngress has, through
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resolutions and treaty ratification, granted the
President broad discretion in employing armed .
force. Somehow many Americans have lost faith
in the electoral process. In that same time restraints
on the use of armed force have also eroded. ,
A military organization acts on directives fro'm
an elected. official and hi~ representatives. A military
must be prepared to offer the ChiefExecutive options
_in times of turmoil. A range of options allowed
President Kennedy to use a blockade to end the
Cuban missile crisis. The threat of confrontation
with the Soviet Union was •averted at a low human ·
cost. The military's duty to provide different options
has not degenerated into a paranioa.-The problems
surrounding the 1983 invasion of Grenada revealed
a marked lack of concern: even accurate maps of
the island were in short supply. If the actions of
the military are indeed questionable, civilian
leadership must direct a new policy. As long as
a very large minority of Americans abstain from
helping to govern our land, policies truly repre sentative of the people will not easily become reality.
The military provides the means to defense, the
might to resist invasion or blackmail from ~broad.
Today we have a world shrunk small by the radio
and the airplane. The question of wha,t to defend,
decided by our elected representativ~s, has been
answered by deploying our forces in latjds far from
our own. Vibrant demqcracy will ~.nsu·r e a government capable of choosjng what and wl)~n to defend
according to the,will of the citizenry.' · ·, · ·
The-ROTC program must not take the blame
for decisions made by our elected leaders. ROTC
provides our nat'ion trained leaders to ensure our
defense. Our University contributes much to the
reserve· forces in New-Hampshire, providing the
skills and training that could make the difference
between life and death for an uncle, brother or sister.
Abolishing ROTC would leave our military short
on leadership and give over total control to the
more parochial products of our service academies.
ROTC's contribution is moral and must not be
compromised by shortsighted and ' undemocratic
methods of 5=hanging public policy.
Arthur Robert is a senior majoring in Political Science.

Fraternities -tantalize
·

·

By Laurie Beck

i am totally outraged at the

pany) was a semi-formal, where Greek system of UNH. My he danced the night away in full
conception of a fraterni- glory and anticipation. He felt
ty/sorority is the fact that it marvelous.
provides a feeling of unity,
Suddenly a lightning bolt out
stability, and security in the of the blue shattered his life as
everchanging surroundings at · cri.sp as a baseball thrown
UNH. Belonging to the house through a picture window on
itself provides a future alter- a hot summer day, leaving only
native for housing, and a place the hosrile sharp edges to sparto "let me be me" as one kle in the sun. The beautiful
member put it. It can be seen scenery from the picture winas a social center with numerous dow now turns to a cold gray
opportunities to meet people. clouded sky. Thunder and evil,
After all , isn 't it said that the surround the body. He was
greatest am.o unt of learning at denied the opportunity of becollege grows through social coming a brother, for mere
aspects and individuality? And trivail reasons the ONLY the
aren't fraternities termed the brothers know. How sneaky and
seed for a blossomi-ng person- sly. Of course this is AFTER he
ality? Well...UNH frats ;ust spent over $200 for the pledge
·blew it.
dance.
Recently, a virtuous close\
They had their fun. That
friend of mine became involved "non-hazing" frat that put i:ny
with pledging. He went all out, friend on the hood of a car, drove
completely dedicated, trying to down the rode- only to watch
budget time to keep the grades him fall off and nearly kill
going at a prestigious high B, himself. What would have hapand also become affiliated with pened, you non-hazing brothers ·
"the guys." Unfortunately, he who express your virtue, dilihad -to give up an important, gence, and brntherly love, if
diligent aspect of his life. Sports .. there should ~appen to be a car
Engaging in the frater~ity approaching from the other
brought a spark in his eye. He -direction? Is this ~ joke? Have
was busy, excited, and having your fun., lead him to believe in
lots of fun accumulating a broad this brotherly love, a type ·o f
array of friends. He anxiouslv heaven and closeness within
abided by the ideas portrayed each other. Lead him to believe
at the meetings, making the that he's about to experience
house visits a regular part of becoming a part of it. Is this a
game? Tell him ''I can't wait to
his schedule.
Approaching the final climax call you Bro" and then drop him
. (initiation into the house and into a dark raging tunnel- not
-a wild pledge dance to accom- far from Hell. It's no wonder

call

they
this Hell Week. Is this
a tease? A type of pass/ fail
course at UNH? Why? Why put
this kid through your gimmicks
and gags, watch his grades
fluctuate, his mind, his body,
his checking account go through
Hell, then reward him with a
stab in the back?
I now recall the gentleman
who is in the fraternity, only

wishing that he hadn't ever put
the effort and time into the
hypocrytical Greek system . .It
reminds me of the junk mail I
received not so Jong ago. A
sweepstakes sent me a check for
$200 and requested that I claim
my prize. Yet, of course, I_had
to purchase their $500 T.V. in
order to do so.
After experiencing a term of

confusion, embarassment, hostility, and rejection, my friend
has resorf_ed to paddlemaking
for his almost big brother. A
true expression of loyalty, de votion, and respect. Ate tl;iese
not superior qualities? These
are the kinds of people the
Greek system have rejected.
·
Laurie Beck is a freshman majoring in zoology.
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.•ENTERTAINMENT SGHEDULE
JA,H Spirit Reggae Band

11-11:45
\ 1:45-12
12-12:30
12: 30-12: 50
12:50~1:05
1:05-l:15 ·
1:15-1:25

Strolling Bagpiper
Scottish Dancers · .
- . UNH;Shotokan Karate 'Club ~
Strolling Bag_p iper
Malaysian Magic
Bellydancing

1:25-2: 10

.

'

Mexican Guadalajara .
Mariachi Band ·
UNH .Dance Theater Co.
· . 2: 10-2:35 ·· Portsmouth}udo Club
2:45-,3:QS
-Now Sound E~press 3-: 10-3: 15
PARADISE Steel D -r um Band
3: 15-4:00
· Now Sound Express
4:00-4: 15 ·
PARADISE Stee_l Drum Band
4: 15-5:00
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Arts & featu res
MUSO presents somethin g to please
sisted of a va,riety of produc·s talented renditioris. "We'.re looking to a wide
.
_
ianO:. He played
selection of entertainment with everythin .,;om BillyJoel to
a defined format that students \ the .P eanu .,,t . heme Song, vocan rely on," said Trapp.
lunteering'l1)~;time to the ,crowd
Earl'ier this year MUSO of students\tDd showing them
:brought the · intensified sounds what he lo: :,,,,.. to do.
of the Fools to the Granite State
The mo · programmed for
Room in the MUB. The crowd Friday nig
. ere meant to go
went wild to· the crazy antics along wit .. .' e light-hearted
performed by this popular atmosphefre:. that the Pub is
group. The Pub has offered a trying -to p1:i j;~ t. Theme nights
limitless variety of show bands such as "Cljqf Eastwood Night,"
this semester that include: Girls "Bugs Butj;'.rty Night,'' and
Night Out, a 50's and 60's rock 'James Borid'. Night" served as
n'roll band; the Stompers, a easy crowd 4.rawers, while i:,he
Boston ba.s.ed band that always · "pick" films ·such as "Pee Wee
draws a sure crowd with such Herman" ari~ the "Rocky Horfavorites as ·"Don't Ever Tell ror .P icture $.how" prove4 that
an Angel When Your Hearts the popula.r.ity of the more ·
on Fire,_" and the swinging recent films s¢rves as -t he biggest
rock/jazz original sounds of the audience attdicter. ·
Fat City Band which came to th~
This year'MUSO i~ sponsor_Pub just last weekend.
ing its seco/ld annual Sp.ring
MUSO also strives to bring Fest as an eri:d of the year "gift" _
in the local talents with their to the students. Trapp, the
own music. This year, in the programmer of the bands in the
Battle of the Bands, "Five production, hopes that students
O'Clock Heros," a local band, will · take advantage of this free
rriade a first place finish with show. "It's a. perfect chance to
Dan Zanes of the Del Fuegos will be appearing at the Spring Fest this weekend. (Paula
their
own brand of original bring .the many types of music _
Thorsland photo)
music.
loving students together to see
By Susan Mudgett
know that everyone can find ginia Trapp, PubProgrammer.
The happy hours have boast- the divers'ified entertainment
This yeat the Memorial Un- something for them offered by
Spicer says that MUSO give$ ed many uncommon acts such
ion Student Organization cele- MUSO. "We don't have a limit- students a chance to "go out on as the Boston Comedy Club, and that MUSO has to offer on this
day and every other."
.:b rates its 20th year of present"" ed focus,"· said Spicer. MUSO -a limb;" he feels that if they like the Comedy Connection, and
The Sprthg Fest takes place
/ · ing a diversified selection of is one of the very few organi- what they see they'll make it a other presentations ranging
entertainment to the U niver- zations that deals with all forms point to spread· the good word. from hypnotists to guitar sol- on Sunday May 11 in the La- _
crosse Field at 12:00 noon. 'The ·
sity.
'
of entertainment; they try to The MUSO film series consists oists. Trapp would like to give
MUSO takes a diversified cover all the tastes,.9f,th~student of anything and everything, . people an <!alternative" on concert is free to all students,
and will feature the Del Fuegos,
'~approach to providing enter- population.
· ·
ex~ept the more recent films Friday afternoo11:, "a place where Random Factor, Loose Caboose,
. tainment to the campus. The
Almost 14 percent of the already scheduled by the Pub.
. students who are underage can
MUSO program consists of the activity fee goes into die MUSO · This past semester each spe- go and still get great entertain- and Now Sound Express. The
Del Fuegos is a favorite band
MUSO Film Series, the MUB budget. "A lot of time it is spent . cialized area of MUso · has ment."
at
UNff and will attract a large
Pub shows, the arts and lectures by the or-g anizers of these brought their own uniquely
"TGIF" -Thank God It's
-'series, and darkroom facilities presentations and a lot of money diversified form of entertain- Friday-has been the theme for following. They are a Concordas well as the photoschool is -coming from the students. ment to campus. The Pub has this years newest edition to based band who's latest album
workshops. Ron Spicer, current- What we want to see now is a sought to give studen_ts a depen- MUSO, the happiest three hours is titled "Boston Mass" cut just
ly the films director and future student body who enjoys what dable program-happy hour on of the week. At every happy this year. Loose Caboose is_an .
86-87 president of the organ- the University has to offer for · Friday afternoons, movies on hour, Rich Ashooh, a student
MUSO, page 18
ization, ·w ants to let students entertainment," explained Vir- Friday night, and Saturd~y ~on- · at UNH, broke in the happy

Romeo and Juliet at Theater by the Sea
.By Andrea Holbrook
garden, or a funeral pyre in aTwo households, both alike cemetery. Its very simplicity
in dignity,
gave it power. Pirolo also de· ,In /air Verona, where ·w e lay signed the period costumes,
our scene ...
outfitting the Capulets in ma.'i' :\ The Montagues and the Ca- roons, reds, and yeflows, and
1,
'pulets pray on opposite sides the Montagues in blues, purples,
@f the softly lit church as the and greens.
',' 'prologue of "Romeo and Juliet"
The weakest element was the
' · ·a'nd the music of Bach washes choke of Bach's "Weihnachts
over the scene.
Oratorio" as music. At times
"Romeo and Juliet" is the the piece is too formal, while .
Theater by the Sea's last pro- at others, the joy inherent in
duction of the 1985-1986 season the work is oddly juxtaposed
and marks the last of 19 years with the action t~king place.The
under the leadership of its music is most . noticeably out of
artistic director, Tom Celli . place during Juliet's funeral,
Director Malcolm Morrison almost overpowering the ophas. successfully created an at- ening and closing speeches.
mosphere where love conquers
The cast, mostly young thesdeath, and a love like Romeo pians, fit their roles. T. Scott
and Juliet's has never and will Cunningham as the moody
never exist again.
. Romeo, and Melody Combs as
The opening scene of the , the virginal Juliet, were inno-Theater by the Sea production cent and chaste lovers, their first
of "Romeo and Juliet," Shakes- kiss is unsure, fumbling, and
. peare's tale of impetuous young sweet, their second is less so .
love, tragic choices, and human Tom Haggerty, of North Hampfolly, revealed the play's greatest ton, makes his professional
and weakest elements.
acting debut playing Lord Mon.:.
The most striking element · tague. Haggerty started off
of the TBS production was the choppy, but smoothed out as he
set designed by Mark Pirolo. got in the swing of things.
The stage and balcony, of
Michael LaGue ha.s perfected
marble-like tans and green, with the role of Mercurio, a cl?wn
lighting changes and the addiMelody Combs· (Juliet) and Scott Cunningham (Romeo) at the theater by the sea. (Andrew
. TBS, page 18
tion of a few props became a
church, a house, a moonlit
Edgar photo)
'
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Fall 86' Celebrity Series Promises Variety
By Jim Carroll_
Whet-her one might want to
buy a foll subscription or attend
just one event, The UNH Celebrity .Series for fall 1986
promises to have something to
satisJy everybody. From the
. impressionistic gyrations of the
Mo mix dance company to the .
enco·r e performances of the
Beaux Arts trio, the series is ·
certainly div·e rsif ied and definitely impressive.
Momix, a dance company
formerly known as Pilobus, will
appear on September 12.
Formed in 1976 by a group of
former Dartmouth College students, Momix combines dance
with acrobatics, physical comedy
and sleight of hand to produce
their own unique brand of
modern dance.
·
A unique addition to the
series will be cellist Yo-Yo Ma ·
performing with accompanist
Patricia Zander on September
21. Parisian born and of Chinese
parentage, Mr. Ma has been
recognized as a prodigious talent .
since his debut recital at the
University of Paris at the age
of six. Mr. Ma received two
Grammys at this past year's
Grammy awards ceremony.

C minor.
The piano concerto will fea-:
nire Horacio Gutierrez, a world
renowned pianist who has performed with orchestras from
New York to Berlin.
·
The HSO, directed by Michael
Lankaster, r~nks second only
to the Boston Sym.phony Or- ·
chestr~ as the largest professional orchestra in New England.
The Beaux Arts Trio will be
appearing on both October 16
and December ninth. Com posed
of pianist Menahem Pressler,
violinist Isadore Cohen, and
cellist Bernard Greenhouse, the
trio has become known as a
world-class chamber· music trio.The trio performed at UNH
this past September.
The penultimate event of the
semester will be a performance
of The King Stag by_the American Repertory Theatre on
November first. The King Stag,
written by Carlo Gozzi, is a
mystical story of the kingdom
of Serrendippo, ·complete with
sorcerers and bewitched tra- .
vellers.
Staged by Romanian director
Andrei Serban, The King Stag
promises to be entertainment
for all age groups.
For further information about The Beaux Arts Trio will be among those artists feawred in the Celebrity Series
the Celebrity Series subscription
service write to: Celebrity Series,
Memorial Union, UNH. Tickets
MUSO
I
TBS
may also be purchased individ• · d •f
'
·
· df
· 17)

The Hanford Symphony Orchestra (HSD}will be appearing
on September 25 . They will
· perform Chopin's piano conc-erto ·no. 1 in E minor and
B th V '
.
. ·.
-ually at the MIJB ticket office
-
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authentic sounding reggae with high TJeais. LaGue mixes and speaking i9 a high mushy
. group, and Random Factor is actions and words most effec- voice as he tries to conjur
a local high pqwered talent who tively during the Queen Mab . Romeo's former love, Rosaline,,.
have won second place at the . speech, speaking eerily and from a bottle as if she were a ·
Battle of the Bands for the past laughing. manically while des- genie. When the Nurse (Mary .
two years.
· cribing lo.ve_as a nightmare. He Ed Porter) comes searching for
MUSO is looking towards plays ~he drunken lout, swaying Romeo, LaGue parodies a Long
next year with plans to make . mo~ ' and. :widesp~ead tlfro~gh- . John '? ilver-type :of: p.rrate, with
itself more .visible to the stu- out the UNH campus.
an evil leer, hunched back, and
dents 'of UNH. "We're going
In regards to the Pub shows, · perverse tomfoolery.
to do our best to bring the Trapp feels that the renovations
Although LaGue is easily the
studentsinandmakethemmore to the "Cafeteria/Pub" will star of this production, it is ,'
aware of what exactly we have work to enhance ·the atmos - Juliet's play. Combs, dressed in
to _offer,_-the rest is up to them," phere and help to change stu- virginal pinks and whites, plays
sa1d Sp1~er about his goals for dents thinking to look at it more · Juliet as girl experiencing the
the coming year. He wants to as a comfortable and relaxing angst inherent in-a first love
see MUSO's .name more C011}• •~;._entertainment s ot.
,
affair. Her Juliet is angry at
Romeo for being her enemy and
the objeccof her adoration. She
flirts with her imaginery lover,
little knowing that Romeo
stands below her balcoh.y, but
shyly blushes when the boldly
impetuous Romeo presents
himself.

- T. Scott Cunningham (Ro is most convincing in his .
scene. He kneels ne~t to
Juliet, kisses her lips, then pulls
a dagger fro!ll his side and carvvs,
a cross in: h (s forehead .. P:a r.i s:.'
enters the g~a~e, the t~~-tight,
with Romeo the victor. Cunningham delivers his last so~
liloquy with the blood. from his
forehead running down his face .
He takes this blood, draws a
cross on Juliet's forehead and
touches her lips before poisoning himself. .
.
·· .
. _The play ends in the ce~etery
with elder Capulet and Mon tague shaking hands before rhe
deathbed of their children
For never ~as a,_ story of more
woe
Than this of Juliet a'nd her
Romeo.

Continued from page 14

versities in South Africa under the
res_trictions of apar:theid. Haaland
would not provide for what so many
Khadafy or else' terrorism will find
colleges· around the country have,
its way info our countF·y. Once
a South African non-white student
_terrorism gets to .America there will
on campus to learn and share his
be no way to stop its eternal
or her perspective with us.
escalation. We can prevent terrorIn January, Haaland defended his
ism ·from spreading by not acting
position by saying that a black
as terrorists ourselves. I can not
stud~nt would not be able to handle
understand how 80 percent of our
the culture shock of UNH. A senior
country can be in support of the
at Colby College and member of
escalation of terrorism, which is
South Africa's black majority came
the ultimate result of further
to UNH and addressed Haaland
retaliation. Terrorism ·will evenpersonally. He said that culture
tually choke itself off if each case
shock was no excuse. In February,
is dealt with individually. We must
I was quieted by Dean of Student
avoid blaming one person for all
Affairs Gregg Sanborn when I
of the world's terrorists activities
began to explain the scholarship
and we must respect the j_udgment
of our allies in Europe when they · ordeal to reporters after a Trustee's
meeting. He suggested they were
say' that bombings are not i:he
working on the issue and that I
answer. Also we must prevent a
s_hould be patient. We have heard
direct confrontation with the Sonothing about it since which brings
viets.
me to write this letter. It disturbs
Chris 'R. Baxter
me that we must communicate with
our college administrators through
· the media in order for them to take
us seriously.
To the Editor:
In reply to Mr. Woodburne s ' Firstly, Haaland should review
the situa(ion in South Africa. Under
letter on April 22nd, I believe he
the government's policy of aparhas lost sight of the reason why the
theid, there is not equal education.
U nited States felt compelled to
Education for blacks is inferior and
retaliate ( and let me stress the word
retaliate- we did not "rape") against free discussion is illegal. That is
one reason why other American
. .
Libya.
universities have volunteered to
Pr~sident Reagan did not make
bring the future leaders of South
this cl11>ice of military action because
Africa here. If Haaland read the
- his sense of : ·m achismo" was
newspaper, he -would see that the
threatened, but because United
environment in South Africa today
States citize-n s abroad have been
has prepared members of the black
·threatened, and some killed, by
population for even the harsh
·
Libya's acts of terrorism.
reality of UNH.
Let us not forget, amidst all the
Secondly, I can't help but think
high-flown rhetoric, _that an Arnerthat Haala'nd must use the same
ican serviceman was killed by a
reasoning to bar Afro-American
Libyan bomb in a Berlin disco., Let
students from UNH. He openly
us nor forger, amidst all the woeful
admits the environment is hostile
outcriesJrom the President's critics,
fd r non-whites causing them to
that Libyan "hit-squads" are real
experience culture shock, bur we.
and are attempting to do harm to
are unassured that the u-niversiry our citizens abroad. They have even
will attempt to resolve the problem.
threarened our President.
Instead of providing programs to
In other words let us not forget
minimize racial conflict, such as
the central issue- Libyan terrorist
educa~ion on racism, Haaland seems
actions against United States cito advocate an older. tactic-segretizens and our· right as a nation to
gation. Perhaps Haaland's handling
defe nd them. For, when the day
of the South Africa issue has
comes when we refuse to defend
exp<>sed a reason UNH severely
ourselves against such blatant
lacks ethnic diversity.
assauhs, we will cease to be a power
The biggest problem with Haaat all. No one will respeet u·s or our
land's reasoning is that it is based
word when we give it. If we refuse
on the myth of "white man's
to protect our (iwn citizens, then
burden." He seems to feel it is our
we cannot be trusted -to protect
job only· to help educate the poor,
others.
blacks. I hope that most of us realize
A forceful stance must be takenthat we all benefit from interracial
,one that will not be misconstl ued
education, that we can learn from
·or equivocated upon. I believe such
one another. Whites aren't the only
a stance has been taken; and while
ones who can teach. Our intention
things may look bleak for us now,
in asking for the scholarship was
in the long run this seance will pay
to establish a more international
off a hundred-fold.
Carl M. Ladd
and interracial education for both
Durham
sides. Nobody is asking for - a
handout, just a fair chance.
Haaland uses the same reasoning
to oppose divestment from South
Africa. Though South Africa's
indigenous population is calling
for withdrawal of US companies,
Haaland contends that they don't
know · what's best for themselves.
To the Editor:
He call~ for our companies to stay
In South Africa, five times as
in South Africa to provide order
_much · money is given for the
and jobs for the people. Without
is
as
children
white
of
education
given for the education of black -our white executives how would
they survive?
children. Likewise, I am told that
Haaland's attitude is paternalistic
the U niversiiy of New Hampshire
toward both UNH students and
(UNH) hosts five white South
non-whites everywhere. He exAfric_an students. I have no objecpresses that he knows what's best
tion to that, but I do object to the
for all of us.- We are perfectly
fact that UNH President Gordon
capable of educating ourselves and
Haaland refuses to provide for _a
controlling our own environment
single-black South African to study
given the opportunity, but Haaland
at UNH. I am afraid the U niverdenies opportunities to many. The
sity' s racist policies might extend
ideas expressed by Gordon Haaland
to An1ericans as well.
Last September, the student · are shared by some othe'r people
at UNH. I feel they are primitive
group People for a F.ree South
Africa ( PFSA) requested that a · and inco-rrecr. They need to be
exposed and discussed so that we
scholarship be established for a
think twice before endorsing theni.
South African black to study here.
Rick Kohn
After this request was made repeatedly to the President, Haaland
reponded with a compromise ges~
ture. A scholarship fund would b_e
established for a South African m)none of the uniw hi te to study

•

South Africa

a~

a_nd cannot be .used such as: rented
items; tables, silverware, linen,
glassware, etc.; and purchased
items, which are· all the food,
centerpieces, liquor, eq:. Since the
To the Editor:
On page four of your April 18, dinners are so few and far between,
and also since the hotel department
1986 issue you carried an advertisedoes not have a storeroom of its
menr from Trans World Airlines
owh in the MUB, storing excess
(TWA) which offered positions as
items in inventory is impossible.
flight attendants. In very small print
at the bottom of the ad were the Therefore the dinners lose money
on items bought but not used. The
words, "Labor dispute exists."
total budget for one of these two
I would like to cake this oppornight affairs averages around $7,800
tuniry to remind your reading
audience that TWA flight attend- which really isn't that much when
ants, represented by their union , you figure just to purchase the food
the Independent Federation of for the dinners costs about half of
the above figure.
Flight Attendants (IFFA), have
been on strike against TWA since - Fouhe last Gourmet Dinner, An
M-arch 6, 1986. IFFA had offered - Austrian Winter Wonderland (Feb.
28 and March 1 ), the Gourmet
TWA both wage (15 % cut) and
work rule concessions worth $50 Dinner management staff cut the
mailing list and set aside 200 tickets
million annually in savings to TWA
(an off.er in line with concessions on sale to the general puq!ic. This
made by management, the mach- decision was made because of the
hundreds (literally) of students who _
inists, and office· employees), TWA
refused IFFA's offer and demanded complained to the hotel students
(and the professors) that they could
more from the flight attendants
never' get tickets and really wanted
than from any other employee
them. Well, these hundre,ds of
group within TWA.
I would like to remind any of your students who so bitterly complained
to the hate-I department only puraudience who might be interested
chased approximately 50 tickets.
in applying for a position with
As a result, An Austrian Winter _
TWA of two other items of interest:
1) TWA requires applicants to Wonderland fell short of selling
- pay .$2,500.00 for training (their - out by over 100 seats. With the
ticket price being $15.95, that is
"tuition-based training") and over
over a $1600 loss. More than 20
$800.00 for uniforms (a nice reducpercent of the dinner's budget was
tion to the $1,007.50 per month
lost by making a "tremendous
starting salary) .
2) What the definition of a "scab" , gesture" to the students.
You see the Gourmet Dinners
(strikebreaker) is: After God had
not only are put on w show off the
finished the rattlesnake, the toad,
hotel departrrient, they are a valand the vampire, he had some awful
uable learning experience to the
substance left with which he made
a scab. A scab is a two-legged animal Advan_ced Food and Beverage class
(Hotel 667) who get hands on .
with a cork-screw soul, a watertraining with managing people and
logged brain, and a combination
money. If we want to put on the
backbone made of jelly and glue.
dinners as planned, we have to make
While others have hearts, he carries
a tumor of rotten principles ... The sure we sell all the tickets, which
brings us down to making sure the
mqdern strikebreaker sells his
dinner is marketed to the fullest
birthright,- his country, his wife,
extent of the marketing budget. The
his children, and his fellow man
mailing list is a combination of
for an unfulfilled promise from his
employer, Trust, or corporation. . UNH Hotel Adm in: alumni plus
guests at previous dinneFs who sign
(.From Philip S. Foner,Jack London,
American Rebel, N.Y., Citadel up on the mailing list. Offering
more tickets to the general public
press, 1947, pp. 57-58).
as seen in the case of An Austrian
It might, therefore, behoove .any
potential applicant to TWA to Winter Wonderland does not appear to be an appropriate marketing
consider how TWA treats its current employees in order to get ·a strategy, therefore, I am sorry to
say that the amount of tickets open
sense for how one might be treated
for general public will probably
in the future. How long before
never be as many _as everyone would
TW,JA hires new "scabs" to replace
like.
those hired in 1986?
Paul A. Chelstowski
I urge you to allow TWA and
General Manager of
lfF A to resolve their differences
An Austrian Wimer Wonderland
at the bargaining table; don't
become a pawn on the sid·e of
management by becoming a" scab."
Eric P. Mitchell
Graduate Student
Economics

-TWA

as U-Conn, U-Mass, URI, and
Keene State, to end a very abbre- ·
viated list, do not find the need for
the numerous patrollfog peeping
Tom's we seem to require. What
makes UNH so special as to need
their own brigad~ of prohibition
officers and a private army of badge
waving p()licemen. If it is state law,
then I am soarly grateful that New
Hampshire is not as derelict as the
other New Englanders, overlooking
Keene State.
Also noted in Miss Ball's article,
were-the numerous activities, ahem,
the University does offer as alternates to alcohol. Would it break your
heart, Miss Ball, if I told you I've
done them, and they don't thrill
me? Would it shock you Miss Ball,
if I said I'd rather drink with several
friends, than visit the Niche Cof·
feehouse?
I do grant you Miss Ball, the
University tries, .the MUB tries,
and I even tryi there are a great deal
of things one can do here at UNH,
but I also say, "it is not enough. When
I was applying here as a high schgol
senior all I heard from alumni was
"UNH yeah, party school, its great,
you'll have so much f_un. da ta da
etc." Since then, "Life At The Best,"
has been changed to St. Haafand's
cor!ege for the uninspired. I feel
we need a change, and I don't feel
alone in my thinking. Rules of past .
years, have corked once opened
bottles, and in doing so, stifled the
social atmosphere this school once
portrayed.
, I'm not sure of population
numbers, statistic ratios, and I've
given no tests for IRB approval,
but I feel my small voice, in support
,of Mr. Otfinoski's article, speaks
for many of the disappointed
masses. I love UNH, please no one
take this article wrong, but from
- that care for my school, I want to
·see it improve.
David E. Lush

.Doldr1J111s

Gour111et

To the Editor:
This university is a hurting unit.
Who is Miss Ball anyway, an
employee of the admissions office?
Last week she rebutted Joel Otfinoski's column, "Life At The Best."
and I have yet to find anyone in
agreement with her thoughts. If
she truly has fun in this mausoleum
of a social academy, I think that's
great, I'd like to meet her, but as
far as my own opinions go, she is
a majority of one.
All week I have heard mutterings
about Joel's rn,lumn, and from what
Tve picked up, the decision is
unanimous, UNH is soarly disappointing in the social aspect of
college life. Joel, you are my hero,
being the first to speak on this all
too important issue, you have made
yourself leader of the many weekend
.,couch potatoes of UNH. A dormant
army of bored bystanders is yearning for action, lost in the doldrums
·
of the UNH society.

To the Editor:
This letter is addressed to Edward
R. Tetrault and all the other
students on this campus in search
of Gourmet Dinner tickets.
The Gourmet Dinners ar.e a
weekend event (Friday and Saturday
nights) and are offered twice a
semester, about a month and a half
apart. The managers of the dinners
(students of the Hotel 667 class)
set a preliminary budget for each
operating department of the dinner
(food, beverage, entertainment,
decorations, etc.) and also set aside
a small prof it margin that w'ill be
used to purchase equipment for
more Gourmet Dinners.
Most of the supplies for the
dinners have to be either purchased,
rented or already on order before
the tickets go on sale, and the
Miss Ball reminds us in her
supplies must be enough to serve
article, "Column," of the all too well
approximately 500 guests (average
known fact that the drinking age
250 per night). With this in mind,
in New Hampshire is twenty one.
the objective of the managers is to
She.goes on to assert that UNH has
sell out, otherwise, we ..:re left with · no choice but to enforce that law. ,
excess _supplies that are prepaid for
Why is it, Miss Ball, that places such

Beyon d War
To the Editor:
Our planet 1s in a precarious
position.
If you are interested in learning
what you can do to help reduce the
nuclear threat, you should know
about a nationwide organization
call~d "Beyond War." Beyond War
seeks to educate the public on:
-the threat and its consequences
on society both now and if "it"
·
happens.
-the fact that war is obsolete, and
-the fact that the individual has
tremenendous influence and power
once he/she learns Jx;st how to act '
and make a statement.
Beyond War is a hopeful movement. It does not use "scare tactics." ·
So far it has used small discussion
groups as a means of education, .as
well as sponsoring lectures by
people such as Dr. Carl Sagan of
the U.S. _a nd Dr: Sergei Kapitsa of
the U.S.S.R.
If you would like to know more,
please contact me at Stillings 1482,
Durham, or by telephone at 862- 4528, or write to:
Beyond War National Off ice
222 High St_reet
Palo Alto, CA 94301
(415) 328-7756
Together we can make a difference, and taking action is not such
a terribly djfficult thing to do. I'll
hope to hear from you;
Kate Saltus
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NOON-5:30 ,
EAST~WEST PARK of .THE MUB
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~Ycosy Sheridan & Ryan Thompson
Robert Al/warden
Night Kitchen
Susie Burke
Wendy Schwet & Brazilian Beat
a-n_d
Tom .Pirozzo/i •
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Fly with the finest.
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman,
sophomore or junior,' you could qualify for
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning
· · Program and be guaranteeq flight school
after graduation. All training is conducted

during the summer. There are no on-campus
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during
the school year.'
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer
Commissioning Program and attend training
after graduation.

This is an excellent opportunity to prove yourself amongst the best and start off
making from $17,000 to $23,000
a year. See if you measure up. IRIJ¥~~
.. -~-;::::1"°'Check out the Marine Corps Offi- W!I:
cer Commissioning Programs.

41

1·

I

For more information, please contact the Marine Corps Officer Selection Office, Post Office Building Room 201, 120 Hanover Street, Mancheste~.
NH 03101.or by calling (603) 668-0830.
·
·
·
·
·
.
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Fall Semester
student membership

·TUGOF·WAR

only .$95

•STUDENT -MEMBERS: A $25
deposit *before May 24, ke~eps
you off our waiting list
• NON-MEMBERS: Deposits*
will.be accepted a_fter M_a y _1 7

TOURNAMENT FOR EASTER
SEALS

1

Saturday, May 3 beginning at 9:30
am on the front lawn of SAE

MEMBERSHIP INCLUD_E_S ...
'

• Nautilus
• Biocycles
•Free weigh ts
•Reduced prices on ... .
•Aerobics (4 levels) .
Tanning, Private hot tubs,
Isolation tanks

*Deposits are NON-REFUNDABLE

T-shirts for .teams that donate $35 or more
Aregistration lee of $15 per team _
,
Farther information eall 868-9831 or 868-2089
-Entry forms _available at SAE
·. A PFO FUNQED EVENT · . ,

13 Jenkins Court.,_Dur ham 86.8-1105

\

IHEWAR IS. ON!

.
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TOWN

AND CAMPUS
presents

SUPER SPRING SPECIAL
rrDont let the memories fade away ... n
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.:·:> ·.THREE ENLARGEMENTS ·

AND .·
DOZEN REPRINTS
/ram same frame
135.and 110 017:ly ·
C41 color only
glossy only
ends '6/ 30/ 86
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Apartments for Rent

l

·1(

Gvjy
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Rooms for rent in privat-e residence in
Durham-Makes only-available 1986-87
academic ye 9-r-Call 868-242.1 9 a.m. to
8 p.m. Ask for Mrs. Chase. Summer rentals
also available.
4Durham-Furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only. Available
for 1986-87 academic year. Private entrance. Ten minute walk from T-Hall. $900
per semester, including utilities. Call 8682217 after 4 pm
Summer Sublet-for 2 people. Clean, cozy,
apartment with large living room, furnished,
close ·to campus at Davis Court~. One room
available. $385/mo. negotiable. Contact
Ann, Lisa, or Liz at 868-9972.
SUMMER HOUSING-centrally located on
campus in Durham. All rooms are-furnished,
have been recently renovated, and are
availabale to both male and_female students. Rent is $20/week/person for most
rooms with all utilities included. Vacancies
are available in single, double, triple or
quad occupancy. Limiti'ed parking is
·avai lable. Please call for more info at 868·9637 and ask for Dave
PRIVACY & COMFORT in exchange for
rent and part-time baby-sitting. One bedroom apt. in private home. Available
summer /fall. Friendly, quiet neighborhood.
7 W Concord St. Dover. $225/mo. plus
utilities. Call Leo or Pam 749-0673 .'
Female upper-61ass or Grad levelNonsmokers. Rooms available for Summer
Seme~ter-Mini boarding house, large
backyard, on Kari-van Rte, Dover Southside. $230 monthly. Call 742-2973.
Summer sublet with fa ll option in the center
of ·oover. 2 bedroom apartment $425/mo.
Big living room, on K-v13-n rte ; parking for
2-3 off street. Contact Michelle or Debbie
742-5902
Summer Sublet,~2 bdrms., kitchen , located
in· Coops. Interested? Ca ll 868-9854 or
862-4484 and ask for lisa, Katie cir Jenna.
Beautiful summer sublet in the heart of
Dover. ·3 bedrooms, kitchen , li ving room,
dining room , full bath. Hard wood floors ,
newly rennovated Victorian duple x, offstreet parking on Kari-Van route. Calf Carrie
or.Christine at 749-2587 . Very inexpensive!
SUBLETTERS: Are you planning to spend
a fun filled summer in Durham? Well it can
be even more fun if you spend it with us.
We have an adorable summer . home
available, complete with spacious rooms ,
2 car garage, and yes-even a front porchA II for a VERY reasonable price. Please
contact Dianna at 4227 or Jen at 4226 for
· more information.
Summer Sublet: Anxiously looking for
4persons to sublet house in Durham (Davis
Court) Rent $155/mo. plus utilities (Negotiablell) Prefer nonsmokers. 3 bedrooms,
furnished, sublet June-September. Please _
caU-868-5350. Ask for Cheryl or Suzy. We'd
, love to hear from you.
-

Two -summer sublets needed . Females.
RED Towers #4, Large living room, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath. For more information
call Kim and Aileen! 868-1857
Summer sublet available at the Coops.
Accomodates four people; comes w /2
bedrooms, large living room and a spaceous kitchenette. Easy access to campus
and immediate Durham area. Reant is very
negotiable/asking $125 per person. Con- .
tact Dan at 868-9749 (rm. 308) or Ted 8689748 (rm. 203) .
1 to 2 bedroom apartment in beautiful
Victorian du.plix· in Strafford, NH, near Bow
Lake. 20 minute commute to Durham . $475
plus tuilities. Faculty, staff or grads preferred . Available Sept. 1st. 664-9547

4

lntown Dover, bedroom , unfurnished,
offstreet parking, 5 blocks fr0m KariVan
route, damage deposit required, school
year lease, $940/month. Pay your own
utilities-cable TV service furnished-Call
742-6831.
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Help

WantedJ[H1

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer painters. $5-7 / hour.
Apprenticeship program-we'll train you ,
College Pro Painters-the organized stu dents, 1-800-346-4648.

HELP WANTED

.

Majors in Engineering, Forestry and related
_fields for survey asst. in the Laconia area.
Oh the job training with state of the art
equipment in field and office. Qualified
persons will be considered for full time after
graduation. Contact Steve Nix at Whiite
Larid Co. Design Group, 524-1234 for an
appt.
11 doesn't pay much but it's worth the effort!
Come check out PFO (the Programming
Fun9 Organization) and discover what's
happening in the MUB .
Syracuse paint and wallcovering interior/ exterior painters and paper hangers
needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work
ir-i Portsmouth, Hampton and Rye Beach
area. Call after 6 p.m : Leave message. 4314669
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer painters. $5-7 / hour.
Apprenticeship program-we'll train you,
College Pro Painters-the organ ized students, 1-800-346-4649.
Full time carpenter , carpenter's helpers
needed. Small contractor (Rochester ·area)
s~eks both. Will ·train. Benefits. References
required. 332-5966.
Majors in Engineering, Forestry and related
fields for survey asst. in the Laconia area.
On the job training with state of the art
equipment in fie ld and office. Qualified
persons will be considered for full time after
graduation. Contact Steve Nix at White
Land Co. Design Group, 524-1234 for an
appt.
ADOPTION: Ch ildl ess couple seeking to
adopt; nurse/lawyer; wish to share our love
with your chi ld ; willing to meet w / birth
mother, counse ling, attorney and all medic al expenses provided . Please cal l our
attorney, Michael R. Chamberlain, 622 3784
Wanted-In exct:iange for room and board
for Fall '86, female student with experience
in dealing with' handicapped people; to be
co mpanion to 25 yr. old autistic girl . If
in terested, please cal l 86_8~2863
Great summer job ·in retail. We are looking
for iwo energetic people to work fle xible
hours, great company, good starting pay,
discount, merchandise prizes. Call today: .
ELRE (Waterford), Rte 1, Kittery, ME 207439-6558
WANTED:Student (girl) to spend Satur.days
(11 A.M. to 5 P.M.) with older (25) autistic
girl; $6.00/hr; only those with experience
with handicapped need apply
MUBVendor Intern-A student to administer
the MUB Vendor Program during the 8687 academic year. Will schedule vendors,
collect fees, oversee individl:lals who se ll
goods in the MUB. Flexible hrs, $3.65/hr,
approx. 8 hrs/wk. Pick up an application
in Rm 126 MU.B. Deadline is Wednesday
April 30. Call 862-1001 for more information.
Summer Help Needed Grocery carriage
maintanence company needs 2 people.
Mon-Fri (some long days) 30-40 hrs .
Welding experience helpful but will train .
Pay negotiable 749-4630 Nancy

Wanted: Manager for Popular Sandwich
Shop a,t Hampton Beach. WSBE gradundergrad preferred. Must have management expr. 300.00 to _400.00 weekly. 0.O.E.
\ and Bonus. June 1st to Sept. 3rd. Send
resume to P.O. Box 226 Rye Beach, N.H.
03871 ,
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS: We hire early
for good summer painters. $5-7 /hour.
Apprenticeship program-we'. II train you ,
College Pro Painters-the organized students, 1-800-346-4649.
Wanted: Experienced LifeGuard- Swimming Instructor for private club in Franconia, N.H. Must be certified - Mid June
to Labor Day season. Housing available.
Contact Chuck 664-2783 cir SGB, PO Box
24, Littleton, N.H. 03561
Is this the· sum-mer job for you? Mornings
at the beach in Ogunquit, ME. Work
afternoons/evenings. Must like to work
with people. Possible accomodations for
the right person. Call 1 -800-446-1139 or
207-646-4524 (9-5)
.
HELP W,ANTED
AIDE POSITION: FULL TIME 5/5 / 86 to
6 / 12/86. At the Bud Carlson Alternative
School in RochestE:lr, NH. Jr & Sr Highschool
students. Humanistic teaching a must, as
well as adventure / out- door education
experience and interest. Contact Mark 332a.
2004 or (207)676-5826

Summer jobs-equipment operators and
farm ·workers work study preferred. Also
looking for part-time help . Ralph Odell ,
Barton Hall 862-1025
0

SCUBA GEAR-exce llent condition. Mostly
woman 's gear including USO suit, Sher wood regulator, Dacor p&d gauge, Seatec
BCD, weights , mittens, etc .. MUST SELL[
Will negociate. Call Maria 862-4499 or 868 9795-room 207
Wanted! Fiesta water pitchers. I will buy
any and all you may have. Call 603-4311143·, Michael Lv. Msg

FOR SALE
1981 Honda Accord. 4 Door Sedan, 5speed. AMFM Cassette Recent exhaust,
brakes and major tune up. Well maintained
silver with maroon interior. $2495 Call 6592731
1975 SAAB Excellent -Condition. Only 500
Ml on rebuilt engine . New cooling system
and many other new parts. Restored body.
$2400 862-3144 or 431-3211
RESUME: a fill-in-the-blanks form to write
your own. Quick, private and cheap! Send
$5 to SECRET ARY 13 Old Landing Road,
Durham, NH 03824
ACT NOW! DISKETTES! Bulk 5-1 /4"
OS/DD. 49¢ each. Lots of 50. tnese are
not 2nds. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
No questions asked. Call MEL. 1-800-6343478, 9-9- EST M-F; 10-6 Sat. Offer expires
5/15/86.
Summer Fun-1981 Wilderness Camp ing / Travel Tr?iler 19 ', reat bath, sleeps
6, 6 gal. hot water heater, thermostat co_ntrol
heat, gas/ electric refriger.ation, gas
stcive/ oven. $5500. Phone: anytime 7423276, ask for Jean or Al
·
1972 Volkswagon Bug. Good condition,
good-looking. rebuilt engine. electric blue,
AM/ FM Cass. Have fun under the suA! $700
or B.O . ca ll Jon 868-9838 or 862-1490.
Leave message-:-

VW Bus 1975-Great running cond ition .
Perfect for camping or transporting big
loads. 89,000 miles . Dependable. $650.
679-5642
Moto Guz~i-1975 850 Eldorado, Calif. Style,
police model. 15,200 miles. Used moderately. Excellent condition. Garaged. -Front
disc brakes, white bates fiberglass bags,
luggage carrier with passenger rest.
Windshield and two extra headlamps. 2,000
negotiable 859-4590. Evenings.
1975 AMC Hornet Station wagon , 8cy lind er power: takes regular gas, wellmaintained and low odometer mileage .
Green with gold stripe. $600. Call 474-2943

LOST AND FOUND·
LOST: Lt-metallic blue 10-speed-Concord
Freedom 10 bicycle. Substantial reward
for any info. Ca ll 862-4585 and ask for
Sandy

SERVICES
· $10-$360 Weekly/up mailing Circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush selfaddressed envelope: Success, PO Box
470CEG, Woodstock, Ill. 60098

f'~ersonals_____,J]

[jJ

I.' - - '71 Datsun 510 wagon, solid body (Oregon
car), rebuilt engine, runs we ll , owned by
auto mechanic, $600 or b.o. 659 -3 254 ·
before 9:30 p.m.
"Hi Chris, how's the typing going. Yummy
icecream, huh?I WELL, THI$ IS EXCITING
Mu st se ll ; 1980 Toyota Tercel. .5 speeds,
ISN'T ITl!!!!!!l???????BYE
runs exce llent, rust proofed, new radiator,

brakes, exhaust system, chocks . Need to
sell soon. Asking $1800 or bo. Carlos 8689808 daytime; 868-3088 eve. Leave phone
number and message.
Summer job commuting made easy in this
sporty 1980 Toyota Corolla Delux, 5 speed,
4-door, metallic brown, stereo, new radials,
brakes, battery, muffler, no rust, original
owner, excellent mechanical and physical
cond ition, must be seen. $2195 negotiable
(61 7 ) 352-7355
1977 Datsun Pickup, runs great. $500 or
best offer. Call 659-6275 nights or wee ~.
kends.
80 Toyota Corolla Sport Coupe , 2-door
, hatchbacR, 5-speed standard, AM-FM four
speaker SONY cassette. Engine and bo.dy
well maintained. Must sell by semester's
end $3000 or best offer. Call 868 -9899,
ask for Kim or Steph
FOR SALE - 1980 Manza- GLC. Great
Condition . For more information call Lisa
' at 868-3458. Call NOW and don't miss this
once in a life time offer!!!
Convertible , 1 ~80 Triumph TR7. 30th
anniversary edition, $3000 worth f document~d .work in last 6 months, runs
exce llent. A fun classy car. $3400 or b.o.
Call 430-9278.
.,,
Fcee cassette tape! Hear the speech of
Reverend A. Moltis on Protestantism, the
Right wing and Roman-communist worked
politics. Send stamped & addressed envelope to : Reverend Moltis, PO Box 3646,
Manchester NH 031 05
1980 VW Rabbit-New radiator & engine
parts . Low mileage. Good maintenance.
Asking $1000. Call 436-2724 evenings
749-9293 days
1975 Toyota Celica $500.00 or BO
Excellent Running Condition . AM/FM
Cassette. Junior S;z:. Western Saddle.
Leather $60.00 or BO Regina Field Hockey
Sticks. 868-2423 ·
1970 VW Bug, Sunroof, Excellent Running
.Condit ionwith 14,000 mi.les on a rebuilt
eng•in.e (1984). Good gas mileage (30
Highway, 25 city)- very solid body! AM/FM
Cassette stereo. special offer must sell. ..
900 dollars ... ask for Michael 749-6579 _
1971 BMW 20oz Completely Restored
Color: Black; sunroof; 68k orig miles on
car and engine New: brakes , tires, body,
interior and engine Have all maint. recordsreferences. Must sell moving to Calif_ after
Graduatin 3500.00 or B.O. 742-1144

Tired of the same old weekend'? Play the
survival game. Cal l Mark at 692-2366
Hey dude! Well , I guess some viewpoints
change b / w age 15 and 19? Thanx for the
weekend of 4/11 & 4/18. Love, Pud
Summer Rental-1 bedroom apartment for
1 or 2 people includes your own porch.
1 o minute walk from T-Hall. Great price!
Call Deobie or Carrie. 868°3365
THE DWEEBIES are com ing, the DWEEB I ES are coming. Pull out your running
shoes and turn on your retrojets!
Fig Newton Lady, How are the ''Jellomen?"
How long does it take them to warm up?
Steve, Congratulations on your entrance
to U'. Mass! Good luck always, Love Claire
Is it the way you play? Is it the way you
dance? I konw, it's the neon sweatshi_rt.
Congratulations, you have survived the ·
Dweebies and Jellomen invasion .. .for how
long??
Congratulations tp all you "1984" revisiters.
The deed is done (I hope). Maoism, the
final chapter then let the "will" of totalitarianism fall to rationality. Right _Michael?
Isolation tank man-We're ready to party I
Will whiskey be iii the bar? T.M. after your
feat in literary talents and your trip to "1984"
you'll need the whiskey. Rosey. You
globetrotter, first to Nicaragua, then to Libya
or is it Lybia, we should. put you in the next
shuttle. Cheers, Woman of Estonia
Lisa Pisa-Where'd you go this weekend???????????? I missed you! After
next weekend, we have to have some
serious fun, before studying for finals
begins. SEE YA, Love Lori ~ori
02-HOW DO YOU DO!! Sharon ; hang in
there. You're the balls! You're~going about
things the best way you. can, you're being
honest and you deserve to be happy! Suey,
now we both have "poodle-dos!!" How v;as
work????????? Brenda, dancing & drinking!!!!!!! J & D??? I love you guys-_
Lori
Hi Jeffy-Did you have a good weekend???
I hope so. Thankyou for letting me truck
around with you!! Get psyched for next
Tues. night!! PARTY! Love Stubby

PERSONALS
DON'T MISS IT!!J ONLY 3 WEEKS until the
biggest Juggling Event in New England,
at the UNH Field House, Saturday , May
10 from 10. a.m . to 10 p.m . .,Mark your
calendars nowIII To find out more, 'drop'
by the· Juggling Club, Wednesday nights
in the MUB.
GRADUATION GIFT IDEAS! Images of a
University: A Photo§raphic History of the
University of New Hampshire ... $25.00. Also,
17-minute video cassette of UNH History ... $10 ..00. Book available through: The
Cat's Closet, Barnes & Noble Bookstore,
and book and tape available from University
Communications (862-1463).
Kegs! Kegs! Kegs! to be tossed at Kappa
Sig, Saturday, May 3rd at 12 p.m. Come
over to the mansion an toss a keg for the
Unit_ed Way. pizza-hot dogs-hamburgers
and other refreshments available.
GRADUATION GIFT IDEAS! Images of a
University: A Photographic History ·of the
University of New Hampshire ... $25.00. Also,
17-minute video cassette of UNH History ... $10.00. Book available through: The
Cat's Closet, Barnes & Noble Books~ore,
and book and tape available from University
Communications (862-1463). ·
DON'T MISS IT' Only 4 weeks until the
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW
ENGLAND at the UNH Field House, Saturday May 10 from 10am to 10pm. MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOW! To find out more,
'drop' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday
Nights in the MUB
· Syracuse paint and wallcovering interior/ exterior painters and paper hangers
needed. Hourly and sub-contractors. Work
in Portsmouth, Hampton and Rye Beach
area. Call after 6 p.m. Leave message. 4314669
ARE YOU TIRED OF NOT KNOWING
WHAT'S GOING ON ? Come work for The
Programming Fund Organization and meet
new people, become involved with 100
different organizati.ons at once, find out
what happens to student's money at the .
university. Applications available in Room
145A. It's lots of fun!!
Contraceptive Services: Confidential, highquality care by trained and sensitive staff.
Slidlng fees for exams and supplies. Call
for appointment. The Clinic Dover 749- 2346, Rochester 332-4249
·
Screen Printing & Embroidery T-Shirts,
caps, jackets, buttons, signs, mugs, pencils,
etc. Competitive whole sale prices. T SHIRTS PLUS-Fox Run Mall, 431-4355 .
DON'T MISS IT! Only 4 weeks until the
BIGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW
· ENGLAND at the UNH Field House, ·saturday May 10 from 10am to 10pm. MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOW! To find out more,
'drop' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday
Nights int he MUB
.Hello to Hall House (including Julie Z.)
Be a BARTENDER. Prepare for a good
summer job. Learn mixology. It's easy and
fun our way. Call or write for Free Brochure.
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL, 84 Main
St., Newmarket, NH 03857. 659-3718
FLORIDA WINDSURFING $450 SPRING
BREAK-Join WET FUN, the sailboarding
store/school, for an exciting break this
year. You fly to Florida, we drive and trail~r .
your board! Includes airfare, accommodations, and transfers
SCUBA for SPRING BREAK-Join WET
FUN, the scuba store/school in Portsmouth, for an exotic break this year. Our
trip includes airfare, resort, boat and
unlimited diving, meals, transfers, everything . Call WET FUN .today' 430-8626
DON'T MISS IT! Only 4 weeks until the
B'IGGEST JUGGLING EVENT IN NEW
ENGLAND at the UNrj Field House, Saturday May 10 from 10am to 1Opm. MARK
YOUR CALENDAR NOW! To find out more,
'drop' by the Juggling Club, Wednesday
Nights int he MUB
Oo you like to toss kegs? Do you like to
watch other peole toss kegs? Do you have
a good time just being around kets? Well
whether you do or not-c;ome toss a keg
at.Kappa Sig Saturday, May 3rd_

Free Kittens-available in 3 to'. 4,weeks. come
Joseph: I may not have it all together but · over and take a lookl call 868-2070.
I do know something, you 're awesome I
That's always. Me
Free dog needs LOVE. 7 mo., female; mixed·
. Lori-Pori : Thanx buddy!!! Thanks to all of · breed, brown and beige coloring . Has all
you guys in 0-2. I really needed help and
shots and is spayed . Cute, lovable, funyou were there. You're the best friends I
her name is "Irie" which means happiness.
could ever have. Lisa
Call Susan at 868-5406-anytime.
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CLASSIFIED
PERSONAl,.S
Todd R. 0.: All the "GUYS" say HI!!!
Students! Be sure to renew your membership at the Franklin Fitness Center before
you leave. Remember spaces are limited
and they fill up fast. Keep that perfect body
perfect!
BARKER! HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOUL .. I'11 even sing
to you in person it you'd really_like me to!
Have a super day. I've already got my bags
c'ome visit in San Francisco ( or in
Peterborough -which ever!) Love ya lots.
Head

Are you ready to accept the challenge ... ?
The challenge of the hottest, new outdoot
game in America . It's called the ultimate
outdoor survival of NH . It's similiar to
"Capture the flag" only it's played with CO2
. powered marking pistols that fire easilyburst, water-soluable paint pellets . object
of the game: capture the opposing teams
flag w / o getting marked. It's a great aGtivity
for friends , fraternities, clubs and other
organizations. If you have any questions
or would like a brochure, contact UNH
representative John Yurcak at 749-3676.
Have you been sexually or verbally harassed either on campus or off? Campus
Voice Magazine is in the process qt writing
an article dealing with this issue. If you
are willing to speak condifentially with an
editor, please call Catherine at 749-2587.
Anonymity, of course, is guaranteed.

To that professional (Solid Gold?) dancer
in Fairchild, NICE BUNS!-Luv the D.J. PS.
I can't dance!
S.G.H. I finally got around to writing you
a personal. Let's spend another day at the
beach or better yet get kinky with garbage
.bags and .baby oil. Do you know how I feel
right now? See ya at the orgy' Love S.B.S.

Hey Joe M.-How are you? You are a great
guy-~-nd so good looking! And it's true-you
don't know what you 've got until it's gone

COSQUAN suggests: The Dancing Wu Li
Masters by Gary Zukav; Order Out of Chaos
by llya Prigogine; Changing Images oj Man
Ed. by O.W. Markley; and The Self Organizing Universe by Erich Zastsch . Reading
these may facilitate growth of your personal
philosophy and evolution to secular enlightenment. Comments, evaluations, queries to: COSQUAN PO Box 61 , Durham, NH
03824

CLIMB! CLIMB! CLIMB'-Repeat showing
upon request-"On The Rocks" (extreme
rock climbing of the 80's) Also a slide show,
"Mt. Mckinley." By Jed Williamson (ascent
to the top of North America). Tueday; April
29th, 8 pm, Murkland Hall , Rm 11 0,
Admission : only $2

For TJ the BEASTMASTER: I am basically
a shy person & we have not been formally
introduced. But I feel compelled to tell you
that this weekend I fell in love with your
eyes. Maybe someday we 'll actually meet
& I'll tell you in person. Until then; signed
BLUE EYES

ADOPTION: Professional couple wishes
to adopt, newborn to 12 months. We can
provide wa rm, loving home with many
opportunities . If pregnant and wish to
consider adoption, please contact us.
Expenses paid. Confiden'tial. Call collect
(603) 432-8593

Tired of dining hall food? Trea\ yourself
to some " lite " or hearty entrees at Benjamin's Restaurant

Congratulations Kim!! You're the best little
sister, get psyched for .wild times at Theta
Chi! Luv, Denise

ACA-4-0!!! With Gus off the injuredreserve list only a few more wins 'til we
ic,e it-Intramural Hall Hockey Champs
1986!!!
,

Dear Bob, I am sorry it had to be like this.
Maybe you should lear11 to understand
others' fee i'ings. 223.
·
Laure-Ferry Landing Friday afternoon?
I certainly hope so. LTM
Lisa-do you want to come?

MUSH, MUSH : M-I-C-K-E -Y M~O-U-S-E!!
Way to go buddy' I knew you could do it
Davey! I love you so much! Walt Disney
won't be the same when you get there (or
when you leave). Much love, Lisa-Marie
Rich: You couldn't have done more. What
would I do without you?(You know the
answer). I love you. That's forever. Lisa
Desperately looking for housing in
Dennisport-Hyannis area of Cape Cod tor
summer. Any body need a roomie? Call
Dorothy 868-6048. Thanks' _ _ __ _
To Neil in room 4. We seem to have such
a great time together. I don't understand
what happened. I m.ean , I take a shower
everyday. So what's the deal. Talk to me!
I just live around the corner
Dear Marvin (alias Slugger)-I will promise
to apologize whole heartedly if you will
promise to stop smacking me in the face!
Deal?. Let me know-Yimmy

Have you been sexually or verbally harassed either on campus or off? Campus
Voice Magazine is in the process of writing
an article dealing with this issue . If you
are willing to speak confidentially with an
editor, please call Catherine at 749-2587 .
Anonymity, of course, is guaranteed.
HALL HOUSE MINI DORM wants 'people
for next year. If you are iflterested in living
in an UNIQUE dorm - come check us out.
Our theme is Outdoor Experience. If you
like to go camping, hiking, canoeing, or
any other outdoor activity we need and
want you to live in our dorm. Applications
accepted year round . Call 4426 for more
information and ask for Noreen or· any
ROSA member.

Kegs' At Kappa Sigma Keg Toss. WEflZ
will be broadcasting live from the Kappa
Sig front lawn on Saturday, May 3rd. Come
help the Kappa Sig Brothers benefit the
United Way. Sponsored by Budweiser,
Pepsi and Domino's Pizza.
I'm a nail. You 're a nail. Let's get hammered
MUSO presents Spring Fest '86 to be held
at the Lacrosse Field, on the University
campus from 11-5, Sunday May. Featuring:
The Delfuegos, Random Factor and Loose
Cabose
HEY AKAK-Ever consider having little
sisters? How about it?-Your favorite party
girls

HAPPY BIRTHDAY-DEBBIE G!!I-Hope your
21st is a wild and crazy one! I know we keep
saying this , but let's get together before
the semester ends! Love Anne
Beth : One more day till your birthday.
· Getting up in the morning can be a very
scary deal ... Lisa
·
Dan, o'an, Dan·-where hav e you been? I
miss reading Billboard. And I want to listen
10 the whole Siouxie album. Andrea
THANKS PARKE - tor a great time in Natick
last weekend . You are the best' Lov e:
Donna
INDY, I hope you had as much fun as I did
last weekend. Maybe ne xt time we'll go
swimming. Thanks for everything! Julie
Rambo, Sam-sam , Bet, and Kiss it is great
to hear from you guys aft er all this time .
We'll still do Friday! Love ya, Red
To that sexy Polack in Stoke 844, you are
a great big load of beef and I want to make
a sandwich. Mayo
Late Night Munchies? Benjamin's serves
delicious appetizers (potato skins, nachos)
Thursday-Saturday until 11 pm
·

The ·best way to reach
10,000 people is throu-g h the
classifi eds
,--~-----------~------------------------------~--------------~----~I
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An Outstanding Opportunity To D-rive a New
Vehicle
\ \ J_GE Gf
GO~
~ --1()
Q

• A $400 ALLOWANCE ·
t oward t he purchase or lease
of an eligibie new 1986 Ford
or Mercury Vehicle
·

~

2

•• ••
(

.

(v
'

~

~

-• SPECIAL FINANCING

~

S£

through Ford Motor Credit
Company for purchases or .:y

rR

Available To1Graduates With A Bachelor's Degree, Advanced Degree
,or To Nursing Graduates With A State RN-License ...
Received Between October 1. 1985 ,and September 30, 1986

- THIS TEMPO SELECT GL
·-----..

'LIMITED TIME OFFER
April 1, 1/98~-August 31, 1986
_ Esc·ort LHatchback
2 DOOR
• dual bodyside paint
· stripes
• select L package
• power steering
• bright trim rings
• wide vinyl bodyside
molding
• tinted glass
• front & rear bumper
n• rub strips
• 9L 2V 14 engine ·
• automatic transaxle
• rear window defroster
• AM/ FM 4_-speaker
stereo radio

FOR ONLY

$ 1 _4 8. 8_8
ffl o n t-h I y ·Le_ase ,

' TEMPO GL .
. 2 DOOR
• luxu ry sound package • bodyside moldings
• visor vanity mirrors
• bumper rub strips
• digital clock
• warning chimes
• interval wipers

• dual _electric remote
mirrors
• power steering
Convenience Group• front center arm rest
• premium sound .system
• speed control
• tilt steering room
2.3L HSO EFI 14 engine
. 5-sp/~ ed ',manual tran-

sax~,e{' ' , '

rear window defroster
Heavy daty battery

FOR ONLY _
$ 1 8 a·.•- 8-8
m o n t h I leflie

i

~

I"' , '

~
I

r ,- I ,

'

COLLEGE
GRADUATE
PURCH_ASE/
LEASE
PROGRAM
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C 4. : LEGE STUDENTS!
P ART''"u:· ME AND FULL TIME :

i

MMER WORK

· :•
■• ·
:
:

I · \;"; ssl\-P.:'!

!

cl\?-.~ 11;;

:

,·;f;ft,·

:J

AV Al LAB LE

.

;

:■

887-3040

,

· 25 sets
envelopes ··
copies
s_heets

!.
1

I

ONLY

$15 • 50 I
· · ..

-dissertations
-thesis

· Bufimia and
~ingeing
Food and
· Weight Control
problems
,Stephen J. Little M . .Ed

603-430-8881

-

Specialized treatment of
Eating Disorders

. , -all printing orders l -<l<**************=!!. 8¢ PHOTOCOPIES •: . mLAsrB1Jew . :
■ -'----------~-- ---------~----- +*
•
* ConsignmentShop
**
; l
sTu D EN Ts !
~
the
!
1

·

i!
flf

.

. for an interview appointment
call be~en 9-12

,

I o()-/__
i! . / O
: , 01scouNr

to tht t showing good results
,;tcall
Royal Prestige collect
•■:
:■■•
~s&~~(;·

match1'ng. paper

··

1
-,-.- --------------------------+
'

. 1,\..•t?,.1\\~
't'l~ 'l'l1

·

includes typing

•• I
:. I
1
■: i
: I

·
• MAN~1~EMENT POSITIONS
.

i

Resumes

!. I

.
f or co 11 ege
ompany 1oo k ing
students.
rd working, willing to learn,
.
and honest

•

I

Coupon Special . .

!

··

WHEN YOU NEED COPIES

..

*: Jm·eworeel!ry, pottery & collectibles; & much *:* :

c.

I1

47 MAIN STREET DURHAM, NH,
.,
(Across from Jodi s) 868-2~50

advmuredupperl

I!;::~::,;:~£fn:~~:.;:~:~:.:2::!

TH IN K AMP.U·S COPY & PRINTI'NG ':

:• I
■ 11

For

9 MainSt,Dover
(In Smiley's Plaza)
149.2930

*
*

*
*
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Glenn
Bill
·_Dave

·

In the Bond

~
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S'4r-M~S~

TEE·SHIRTS!
50/50 COTTON-POLY
FABRIC SILKSCREEN,
COLOR DESIGNS.

CLIP AND SEND WITH ORQ{;R
S M L X-L · PRICE TOTAL

1. SHOE-T
O O □ □ $9.95
2. CATS- T
□ □ □ □ 9.95
3. THE FEW .. -~ T
.0 □ □ □
9.95
'/} _ J\
4. LOON_-T
□ □ · □ □ 9.95
8·
·_
5. AWESOME!-T
·.
9.95
';:\
·
~<>'l.
G-r~~
r1,
6. SKY-MAN-T
□ □ □ □ 9.95
". -: .,~
~t~ J~'. ~· . ~- 7. CHRISTMAS-T
O O □ 0 . 9~95
1
8. SHOE POWER-T
9.95 _ _ ·
~~)
9. THE SHOE MUST GO ON' (BOOK)
□ 6.95 _ _
~)~.J
10. 'ON WITH THE SHOE' (BOOK)
□ 6.95 - -~ ¢ ~ ' W ) % ~ - 11 . 'SHOE FOR ALL SEASONS' (BOOK) □ 6.95~_- --==
·
"
- -,'-"'--12. 'GREATEST SHOE ON EARTH'(BOOK) □
6.95 - .
.
PLUS $1.50 PER ITEM _ _
NAME I l
I
I I .I
I I I I · I I I I I -postage & handling

□□□□

)f4.0t t'c.We,i

fl'

□□□□

(if~(~~~::- _-'N¼~NJ

~.>.;.,,tJ ·

~!:,, _

_

1

--

ADDRESS

I

I I I

GRAND TOTAL _ _

I I I APT. I I I I I More . . . . . . . . .~. . . . .

L-...l...---'---'---'----'---'-___.__.___ _.___~~~-

CITY L___I_LI___j___,___.1.___LI_· ..,___,__,___.__....,___._~~~'~· '
-:-----~ ' STATE

0
'"'.i.

CHECK

z1p l
I I

L.LJ

I I I I I I
from.~.
I I -I I I I

LlN ·TEXl,

ACCOUNT NO.

5446 H~. 290W, #301
Austin, Texas 78735

SIGNATURE

PHONE ORDERS
WELCOME

(512) 892-4870
1

PLEASE ALLOW 4-,.6
WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

The Brothers
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Women's crew team sends Smith to river bed

The women's crew team rowed past Smith College on the Oyster River Saturday.(Ginny Prescott
photo). ·
· .
_

Women's lacrosse team loses

By Paul Tolme
The UNH women's lacrosse
team played extremely well last'
Saturday despite losing 11-10
to number one nationally ranked
Penn State.
·
Junior center Pauline Coll1ns
(39 goals, 6 assists) scored five
goals in the game to keep UNH
close. UNH's record drops to
9-3.
Collins got UNH off to a good
start in first half, taking a pass
from all-time UNH career point
leader Karen Geromini ( 15 2 ·
points), and scoring at 1:15 for
the _W jldrnt' s only lead of the
game.
A little over a minute and a
· h'a lf later, Penn State's Tami
Worley fired a shot past Wildcat
goalie Cathy N arsiff, who had
17 saves on the afternoon. For
the next 11 minutes Penn State
mercilessly overran the UNH
defense, netting five straight
goals for a 6-1 lead. Things were
not looking good.
· "On defense, we were getting
caught standing still," says head
coach .Marjorie Anderson 1 "and

By Paula D awn Schmitt
Pulling another decisive win
This weekend the UNH wom- was the UNH second varsity
en's cre w team hosted Smith boat. UNH had gained a slight
College on Oyster River, turhing lead by the first 500 meters,.but
in first place ,finishes in the Smith would not let go. ' It took
Varsity, Second-Varsity, Open ·until the 1000 meter mark to
Four, and First-Novice races.
gain open water. From then on
The novice women's first boat UNH continued to ·lengthen its
easily took Smith from the start, lead, beating Smith by six seand continued to pull away, . conds.
gaining a sizeable amount of
A ,previously undefeated
open water. The end result Smith first vars ity boat sadly
netted in UNH beating Smith le.ft the UNH racecourse after ·
by seven seconds.
being ,thoroughly beaten by
The race consisting of the UNH. UNH wa lked through
UNH and .Smith novice second Smith at the start, and gained
and third eights was a hard a lead too great for them to make
fought contest, yet neither up. It concluded with a victory
UNH boat could catch the faster margin of 11 seconds over
Smith crew. Smith took first Smith.
place by nine seconds.
The day proved to be a suc-:
The UNH varstiy "N' four cessful one for 'the UNH womestablished an eight second win en's crew team. The women are
over Smith. This boat took the setting their sights on the New
race easily, leaving the UNH England championships qeing "B" and Smith boats ·to fight heJd in Worcester, Massachuit out for second place. Smith setts this Saturday.
edged out UNH "B" by one
second at the finish.

on offense our timing on off coming from Marois, arowh,
the ball cuts was slow, and we and Geromini.
couldn't_ get anything going."
Penn State scored the first
Collins agam came to UNH' s two goals of the half, followed
(continued from page 28)
rescue, breaking ice with a goal by Marios' (7:20), and Brown's
at 14:33 to cool the torrid Perin · (11:18). The teams then traded F_iggins, stayed in the lead in placed fourth, Thad Thorne did .
State attack.
goals, ending the scoring with a t-ight pack of about ten riders exceptionally well in placing
After another Penn State Geromini's at 18:15..
for most the 17 laps around the eighth, says coach John Healy,
goal, Collins proved her invin"The game was three to three · 2.1 mile circuit. But coming into and Tom Thurston pedaled in
cibility, scoring three neatly in the second half, and we could the finishing stretch, a quarter ninth.
spaced goals at 17:00, 17:39, and have come back," says Ander- mile uphill spring to Oyster
"The pace was real fast," says
18:05, making the score Penn son. :'The games you lose by one River Middle School, the pack Clifford, .who partook in the
State seven, Collins five.
goal are the ones you remember, quickly thinned, and the UNH mo~t exciting finish of the day.
Suzie Hayes (26 goals, 7 because you look at all the little riders faded.
The 200 or so spectators lining
assists) then got into the act, things you did wrong that made
Benoit wasn'.t happy with the the sidewalks at the top of the
beating the Nittany Lion goalie you lose.'' ·
slow pace or her performance.
hill by the finish -line saw Cliftwice, after a Penn State goal.
The team will head to Har"I never sprint well at the end, · ford and the winning rider from
The half that had started so vard this Friday, for a 2 p.m. so I would have liked to pick up Drew launch from th_e scant
miserably for UNH e11ded with game against third seede_d Dart- the pace," says Benoit. "But a pack mid-way up the finish ing
them behind only 8- 7 ;r. t h'a-.C1ks mouth in the first round of the couple of times I felt I coul,d climb and chug to a close one,
to some strong play from Collins ECACs. The Wildcasts are break, but nobody else wanted two.
and Narsiff.
seeded second, and beat Dart- to."
"I thought I was going to
-Narsiff w:as shelled with 23 mouth 10-5 earlier in the season,
The men's "B" race was catch him (Drew cyclist)," said
shots, making 13 saves in the but Anderson is· not taking the· plagued with spills, as the less Gifford, "but he was just too
half, "and without her, Penn green team lightly. "Post-season · experienced but very aggressive strong coming up the hill."
State could have run away with is a time for underdogs to get riders maneuvered the hilly '
In the 35 mile men's ''A" race,
it," says Anderson.
revenge."
course. UNH rider Matt Jenson . UNH didn't place as well as in
The second half was played
UNH has won the ECAC hit the tar on his fourth lap the previous two events, manevenly and wasn't an offensive tournament the last two years, because of an equipment prob- aging just a sixth from Mike
firestorm like the first. Each and should be invited to the lem, but go,t up bloody and Gemmel, and nineteenth from
team netted three goals, UNH' s NCAA's. if again yictorious.
bruised to finish the race.
. "Mr. Consistent" Bob Campbell.
"I rolled the front tire going
For a while it appeared UNH
around a corner," says Jenson. "A" rider Steve Bellefeuille
"There must have been some- would finish high. Five laps into
thing wrong with the tire."
the race Bellefeuille and four
By P~ter A. Katz·
in Philadelphia. UNH has won pressed with the competition.
Despite the mishaps, UNH other riders broke from the pack
Judging from the men's crew both the New Englands and the With a few UNH men lying finished well in the "B" race, and led for most of the race, but
record of 1-4, it would not look Dad Va-ils for the past two years, down in exhaustion, a Harvard placing four riders in the top. Bellefeuille couldn't maintain
like they have a good chance for in terms of total points.
racer showed the thumbs-up ten. Ed Clifford took second the speedy pace and fell back
Satur~ay's-New England ChamIn following its strategy of sign of approval.
place after a close finishing into the main pack of about 50
pionships. But- according .to all competing against tough teams,
Allsopp was pleased with the spriqt with the winning rider riders with only a few laps to
crew sourc·es, they are extremely UNH hosted Harvard last Sat- varsity's race, because they had fro111 Drew College. Scott Kasin go.
confident.
·
urday on the Oyster River, in · practiced all week on the start
"It really wears· on you when
The reason is the schools they Durham. Although Harvard did and "they just took off," says looked very stroqg."
you break from the ·pack~ so you
will be competing against are not send its best crews, the races Allsopp. O'Connell says it was
gamble that you can stay away,"
Harvard's number three freshDivision II schools, while they were nonetheles·s important, their strongest start ever.
says Bellefeuille. "But if you do
man heavyweight boat rowed
have been competing against because Harvard's esteemed
This will help them in the very strongly against UNH's
get caught you' re ·fried, b,ecause
much harder competition.
coach of 20 years, Harry Parker future, according to O'Connell. novice/freshman heavyweight · the re·sr of the field has been·
"H we raced against the was at the event. The varsity, "A good start psyches out a Dad and lightweight boats, winning
resting."
University of <Sonnecticut and meanwhile, was racing Navy Vail team, but against a good ·by six seconds , Novice coach
"We.had a strong women's
Lowell University (teams they and_the University of Pennsyl- team like Harvard it doesn't," Keith Gilkey says,. "The heaand 'B' race," said Healy, "but
will meet on Saturday) we would vama.
he adds.
the competition was really fierce
vyweight boat fell behind at 700
win all the time, like we did two
UNH did not disappoint. "All
He said his · boat will have to meters, because of problems
in the 'A' race."
years ago," says varsity coxswain three were good races and the work on their sprint this week. caused by lac;k of concentration."
Coach Healy ·was also pleased
Scott Johnson. "We are pushed · varsity raced aggressively," says Allsopp says "They have to
In this race was also the UNH with how smoothly the race '
agains r the tougher teams, · Parker. The last race between lower the ir cadence" ( the · junior varsity heavyweight boat, went over.
which makes it easier for the Harvard's third ·varsity heavy- number of strokes per l)J.inute) which has not done well all year.
"It takes a lot of planning to
· New En.glands," he ·_a._dds.
weight boat and the UNH "so they will have more energy They fell behind at the start and pull off one of these races, and
"We are rora1ty confident. We. heavyweight was the closest of for a sprint. It -is hard to say lets could not catch up. Earlier in we ptit in a lot of effort so that
own that race," adds Sean O'Con- the day and showed why Har- bring it down, but. they were 100 the week Jim Bride said practices it wo-uld be run well," says Healy.
nell, the strnke of the varsity vard consistently finishes in the per cent correct in rowing were going well.
Many of the few hundred
heavyweight boat.
top three in the country.
aggressively. You can't :w in
Allsopp says the jv rowers spectators that gathered Sunday
Varsity coach Chris Allsopp
After 700 meters, UNH led without doing it.".
practiced on Sunday on their had never seen a bicycle race.
says, 'Tt will be difficult for by half a boat length, but "then
Another strong effort was own, which means they are All the spectators. seemed to ·
· anyone to beat lJ-S if we row to Harvard dug down deep," says given by the UNH varsity rowing seven days. He adds, enjoy the race though, despite ·
· the best of our ability."
Allsopp. "They are a brave crew lightweight boat, which lost by "It shows motivation and ded- the chilly weather and ro~d-side
These statements are indeed and put it on in the m1ddle. They - three ·seconds. Coach Allsopp ication. It's going to pay off.''
announcer Dick Ring's ·g rating
based on fact. Divis1on II schools showed perseverance and mot- says it never was behind by open
This weekend will be the first commentary.
are characterized by either being ivation." H<t adds ·that during _ water ,(when a bo~t's bow falls tes. t for AllsQpp's m~ster ·p lan,
This Saturd~y, the UNH
, ,s mall, or large with a small crew th~t time U~H was not backing>_ . behinp an oppo0~nt' s stern),. ·
so -we will ,have to see if his cydio.g team/~ill travel to
-"f program~ The Nitfonal ChamoffL . · · ;,i ·.
". ·
. ·. ·· ' Jeff.~oy, a' H#vard as~istant strategy :i ,ilLbe torrect for dte . Middlebury Cq:{l~ge in Vefrhont,
-.., ;:/·pionshi_p 's Jpr bh;:~se.schools i_s
."'lJ:~JH finished ·a ·boa~ length .. loach/~~Y.:~i "'Th~\ lights. (U~H) third year:ri'ifa' row. · . -for its ,'.h exn~~~f/\ / · -;
.
>·:·-/
.~
. ,:)\;_:: :the Dad Na,ils \! t_
Jrl:}@
·°: May 9, b_eli,i,pd, but':Haryar'cLy.,,as ~rn:~:-.· ::ft{(;: . -·;:,

--WOMEN' S T RACK---

Harvard crew cuts UNH men
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Sports
Men's lacrosse squad sticks it to Yale
By Marla G. Smith
100 points in his college career. .
The Wildcats caught-a.second
Ini::redibfe fourth quarter
comeback. There are no better wind as they entered the fourth .
words to describe the UNH
quarter trailingY ale, 7-10. After
men's lacrosse team's victory a goal from Yale's Adam Puritz
over Yale last Saturday, 12-11.
at :29 in the last quarter, it
"It is a real indication of the seemed nearly impossible for
charncter of the seniors on the UNH to regain its first .quarter
team. The upperdassmen,held _· lead.
them together," says head coach
O'Brien, McCaffr~y, Seth WorTed Garber.
cester, and Fraser each fired off
The Wildcat's trailed Yale at a goal within five minutes. and
the beginning of the fourth UNH was tied with Yale, 11quarter, 10-7. Although Yale 11. Fraser, with an assist by
scored the first: goal in the Thomas, scored the last goal of
quarter, UNH jumped into the the game. The crowd went wild.
driver's seat and drove five goals The Wildcats held off Yale for
the remaining five minutes and
home. r
Senior goalie Andy Soma came away with a victory, 12.
made three crucial saves in the 11.
last minute of the game, proving
"The game was a sure con:..
'why he is the number one goalie . fidence builder/' sa.ys senior
in New England. Soma made . defenseman Steve Zamojski. "It
20 save~ in the Yale game_, proved we can play with anyone
boosting his career saves to 500. at any time. The fans were great
"We started off slow, but I - when we were down they kept
think that it was due to a week with us and helped us when we
off from any games," says got our momentum back."
sophomore attack Brendan
Worcester agreed, "I think
O'Brien. "Yale outplayed us the whole time we knew we
for the first three quarters, but were going to win. At one point
in the fourth quarter we played we just let them get too far
real lacrosse," says senior de- ahead.''
fenseman John Silverio.
··
The Wild·cats take on Har. Wildcat super attack, Mike vard.this Wednesday. M,cCaffrey
MacCaffrey, was the first man will face up against his brother,
to score, at il:41 in the first
Tim, who is currently a senior The men's lacro·s se team came from behind to beat Yale 12-11 last weekend. (Mar-la G. Smith
photo).
·
.
.
.
..
quarter.Yale answered with five on the Harvard lacrosse team.
"I don't think we can start off
goals irt the next six minutes.
UNH junior Steve Thomas wI1s as slow as we did in the Yale
the last ·to score in the quarter. game," says Fiore . "We won't
After two consecutive goals be able to sit back."
By Paul W olterbeek
(romYale irr-the second quarter,
Zamoj~ki says,' "Harvard is
Her best event of the day was peted in both the }_1igh jump and
McCaffrey was again the fir~t a tough team, but if wtt can play
The' University of New the hammer, which she hurled the 400-meter hurdles; both
to score for the Wildcats, with like we did in the second half Hampshire women's · track a record 140-4 . This distance we!e stro~g ~howings. In the
an unassisted goal. UNH fresh- of -the Yale game, then we · squad put in a strong perfor- was both a record for' the meet high j~mp ..she tied with three
man Frank Fiore and junior should-come away with a victory.
mance at the Fitchburg State and the school, as well as a others for fourth .place with a
Barry Fraser each 'drove in a I'm predicting three· straight Invitational meet last Sun.day. personal best for her. Shepler 5-0 and :,! hough she failed to
goal. Aft~r Yale's midfielder wins for the Wildcats."
The · day was cloudy and cool, threw a good five feet farther ,place i,n the 400, she ran for
Peter Pace scored, Yale lead at
UMass beat Harvard last but, the results were a number than her closest rival, Lisa 1 :07 .9, barely a second from·
the end of the first half, 5-8 . . ·
week, 10-9. With a 'victory this of personal bests, seeds for the . Foster of Holy Cross. '
.
sixth seed Annemarie JankowsYale made two unassisted Wednesday-over Harvard, the . ECACs, and a new school record.
Shepley was joined ·in the , ki of Springfield College.
goals in the third quarter. Wildcats can bring- themselves
Jennifer Shepley continues event by Karen Wenmark, who ' Four UNH runners entered
However, Tom Arrix.and Fraser one step closer to a spot in the to prove herself a strong com- qualified for both .the upcoming the '1500 -meter race; D'omi scored for the Wildcats. Senior NCAA tournament.
petitor and show improvement. New Englands and the ECACs. nique St. Pierre placed sixth
·Tom Snow assisted the Fraser
The game against Harvard She · competed in four field Her throw of 115 -2 failed to with a time of 4:43.4.3. Patti
goal, making Snow: the fourth begiris at 3 p.m. at Cowell events, · tallying two placing place in the unscored meet; but Martin clocked 4:49.8 in the
man in UNH gistory to score Stadium.
scores an.I th.-"'': personal bests. was a personal best and placed event, ~bile Sally Perkins and
her for further competition.
Christine Braman were timed
Bod~ Shepley and Wenmark at 4:51.5 and.5:27.9 respectively ..
also faired well in the shot put.
Sally 'Perkins also ran in the
Shepley -took fourth place with 800..,meter dash for a time of.
By Paul Tolme
a throw of over 38 feet, while- 2:21.8. Her eighth place barely
, -Two hundred nineteen cy- Wenmark achieved .another missed seeding by under three
clists from 34 different schools personai record with her dis- seconds.
·
raced Sunday in bur ham's first tance of 3'5-8.75.
Our only competitor in th~
Eastern Collegiate Cvcling Fe<lShepley garnered another , 3000-meter race was Sarah
eration Championship. UNH personal best in the javelin; ·Garrett, who finished well.-This ·
(852 points) defended its right though she failed to place irt the was h~r last collegiate race and
to host the events ag~in next meet, she finished the eve-nt it was run in two separate
year_by outscoring second place with a strong 113-0. Shepley's div-isions; seeded and unseeded.
Princeron (684 points), and triumph is saddened by the loss She finished third in the unthird place West Point ( 646-- of Lori Brandolini, who . re- . seeded section with a time of
points). ·
'L
,
·injured her knee in her ·third 10:48.6: •:
Three races were held on this throw 0£ the event. Her hopes
Paqi _Martin 'compet.ed in the
day · in which the weather ' 0£ returning to competition, 3000- meter last week at the
changed from a windy chill after fjrst injuring her knee Penn relays; she was the only
dµring the women'·s 35 mile several. weeks ago, were spoiled UNH runner to go. She took
event, to drizzly and calm for at Fitchburg.
nineteenth out of almost 40
the men's 35 mile "B" race, to
"It hurts us because she is runners.in the event, with a time
spasmodic sunlight in ,the gruel- most definitely out for the of 9:59.8: The Penn relays are
ling 65 mile men's "A" race.
season," said Coach Nancy · about the largest event she has
In the race beginning at 9:45, Krueger. "She is very strong in run yet this year, with ·nearly
the UNH women placed three this event and a real asset to the 15,000 ·people ,c ompeting.
riders in the top ten, with Laurel team."
Next week the Wildcats travErickson placing fifth', Ann
Shepley's last event was the el to the University of Vermont
Benoit seventh, and Carole discus, which she threw for'l 13- for the New England championFiggins 'eighth. Claire Olsen 2. Though she failed to place ships. In all, six of the squad
•came in close ·on the heels of the here, the distance was a personal have qualified to go·.
pack in eleventh place.
record.
. The pace of the women's race
UNH put in an eauallv im WOMEN'S TRACK, page 27
was slow according to Benoit, pressive showing .
·
Ove; 200 cyclists raced through the backroads of Durham on
who,
along
with
Erickson
and
events.
Jennifer
LG
•
.,
...
u ... - . , u u
Sunday.(Cindy ~ich photo).

UNH's Shepley sets reeo,rd

UNH cyclists win home race .
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